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20210213-PRESS RELEASE Mr G. H. Schorel-Hlavka O.W.B. ISSUE –  

TGA, vaccinations, DNA & the Rule of LAW-Supplement- 

 
As a CONSTITUTIONALIST my concern is the true meaning and application of the constitution. 
 

* Gerrit, how did you go with the previous PRESS RELEASE of 10 February? 
 

**#** INSPECTOR-RIKATI®, I did receive albeit a generic reply from Prime Minister Scott 

Morrison within about 12 hours but another 4 hours later I received a reply from the Department 
of Health that they would investigate the matter. And, if they decided this within about 4 hours 

that it was passed on from the PM to the department of health then I view it ought to be 
complimented for responding so quickly. Then again, a proper investigation may avoid many 

deaths, so it is very important this is appropriately considered. I now will provide this 
“supplement-1” which also will set out why I view so many elderly died in the past and why 

many around the world are dying after a so called vaccination even so pharmaceutical companies 
and others are trying to shift the blame to other reasons.  

 
We must not ignore that any vaccination is for “EMERGENCY USE ONLY” and yet somehow 

it is presented as being the solution for all. Have everyone vaccinated is the mantra, with a total 
disregard that it is for “EMERGENCY USE ONLY”.  

 
One has to be careful not to misuse the term “EMERGENCY USE ONLY” as it is often use by 

hospitals and other businesses where they have for example access or doors to leave a building 
that ordinary is not to be used in normal conduct. Hence, the same should be where any 

medication/treatment is for “EMERGENCY USE ONLY” then it must be strictly use in such 
manner. However what we have with Pfiser/Moderna is a “MEDICAL TREATMENT” that 

never before has been used and that has a dramatically impact on the receiver, as it even can lead 
to death. Where then the vaccine is given out even to those who are already in a position to have 

beaten the COVID then surely it cannot be claimed that the vaccination (as they call it) somehow 
is then used “EMERGENCY USE ONLY”. This gross abuse and misuse of the purported 

vaccination is and must be deemed totally unacceptable. Here we have Prime Minister Scott 
Morrison to boost about having allegedly 50 million doses secured where the population is about 

26 odd million. As such, he is not harvesting this for “EMERGENCY USE ONLY” for 
Australians. Hence, he is not at all complying with the limitations of “EMERGENCY USE 

ONLY”. 
 

In my view, the so called “vaccination” must be limited for use only 

if prescribed by a specialist who is medically qualified to make a 

proper assessment as to the individual to be vaccinated and knowing 

what, if any harm may eventuate.  
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Any general use never can be justified as for “EMERGENCY USE ONLY” and indeed could 
cause severe misunderstandings/misconceptions that “EMERGENCY USE ONLY” signs in 

hospital and elsewhere now have no strict meaning. 
 

It ought to be clear that there are well known alternatives to combat COVID as proven when 
using HCQ & zinc.  

We cannot have a Government blatantly disregarding the true meaning and application of the 
term “EMERGENCY USE ONLY” 

As then over time anyone entering a hospital area “EMERGENCY USE ONLY” but for non-
urgency issues can cause severe harm to others.  

Neither can it be accepted that “EMERGENCY USE ONLY” can be misused and abused to 
essentially commit genocide upon the elederly and claiming it was for their own best will when 

in fact many may not have nedded the vaccination at all had a qualified specialist been 
appropriately involved and assessed that a particular individual was not in any need of such 

vaccination. Why indeed do we need all those legal provisions and have medical qualified 
specialist if in the end the Minister of Health can blatantly disregard it all and ignore legal 

provisions? Why indeed have the provisions of the Biosecurity Act 2015 (Cth) if the Minister for 
health can blatantly disregard this also?  

 
I will below quote some links to show about “EMERGENCY USE ONLY” signs. And, how 

their meaning can evaporate if the Government is ignoring its true meaning and application. 
 

https://www.seton.net.au/first-aid-signs-emergency-use-only-s6506.html  
First Aid Signs - Emergency Use Only - Workwear, Personal ... 

Emergency Use Only 180X250 ss. Order by 4pm (AEST) for same day dispatch. Call on 1800 531 492 for 

availability. *Material. Choose an Option... Metal (MTL) ... 

 
https://www.safetysign.com/products/262/emergency-use-only-sign  

Emergency Use Only Sign A5176 - by SafetySign.com 

An Emergency Use Only Sign has safety messages for emergency response protocol and compliance. An 

Emergency Use Only Sign is a useful tool to help ... 
 

https://www.compliancesigns.com/pd/for-emergency-use-only-sign-nhe-29598  

For Emergency Use Only Sign NHE-29598 - Compliance Signs 

White FOR EMERGENCY USE ONLY Sign on Aluminum, Plastic, Magnetic or Label Substrate. Use this 
easy-to-read Emergency sign to make your Emergency ... 

 

https://nationalsafetysigns.com.au/safety-signs/emergency-use-sign-in16152/  

Emergency Use Only Sign IN16152 - National Safety Signs 
Emergency Use Only Signs are a useful tool to help meet safety compliance and guidelines. Create a safe 

workplace and keep employees protected with our ... 

 

https://www.ebay.com.au/itm/EMERGENCY-USE-ONLY-SIGN-VARIOUS-SIZES-SIGN-STICKER-
OPTIONS-SAFETY-SIGN-/122685933437  

EMERGENCY USE ONLY SIGN -- VARIOUS SIZES SIGN ... - eBay 

Details about EMERGENCY USE ONLY SIGN -- VARIOUS SIZES SIGN & STICKER OPTIONS - 

SAFETY SIGN. EMERGENCY USE ONLY SIGN -- VARIOUS ... 
 

https://shop.blairsigns.com.au/This-Door-Is-For-Emergency-Use-Only-726S  

726S - This Door Is For Emergency Use Only - Blair Signs & Safety 
Buy - Fire & Extinguisher Stickers - This Door Is For Emergency Use Only - Available in various sizes and 

materials. 

 

https://www.seton.com/self-adhesive-vinyl-exit-sign-emergancy-use-only-l1901.html  
Emergency Use Only Self-Adhesive Vinyl Exit Signs | Seton 

Emergency Use Only Self-Adhesive Vinyl Exit Signs. Exit signs quickly mark and identify all emergency 

exit locations within a building. Style No. 
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https://www.mysafetylabels.com/Fire-Safety-Label/Emergency-Use-Only-Label/SKU-LB-0916.aspx  
Emergency Use Only Label, SKU: LB-0916 - MySafetyLabels 

Emergency Use Only Label - LB-0916 - from MySafetyLabels.com. 

 

https://www.uniformsafetysigns.com.au/products/safety-signs/fire-signs/this-door-is-for-emergency-use-
only/  

This Door Is For Emergency Use Only | Uniform Safety Signs 

This Door Is For Emergency Use Only. $12.50 – $21.90. All signs must be placed above or adjacent to 

appropriate fire equipment. Signage must be positioned ... 
 

https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Structural_Biochemistry/DNA_recombinant_techniques/Gene_Therapy  

Structural Biochemistry/DNA recombinant techniques/Gene Therapy 
QUOTE 

What is gene therapy?[edit] 

Gene therapy is an experimental technique that uses genes to treat or prevent diseases. 
Genes are specific sequences of bases that encode instructions on how to make proteins. 

When genes are altered so that the encoded proteins are unable to carry out their normal 
functions, genetic disorders can result. Gene therapy is used for correcting defective 

genes responsible for disease development. Researchers may use one of several approaches 
for correcting faulty genes. Although gene therapy is a promising treatment which helps 

successfully treat and prevent various diseases including inherited disorders, some types of 
cancer, and certain viral infections, it is still at experimental stage. Gene therapy is 

currently only being tested for the treatment of diseases that have no other cures.  

END QUOTE 

 

https://www.zerohedge.com/medical/no-medical-justification-emergency-measures-open-letter-
100s-doctors-health-pros-urges-

end?utm_campaign=&utm_content=ZeroHedge%3A+The+Durden+Dispatch&utm_medium=em
ail&utm_source=zh_newsletter 

"No Medical Justification For Emergency Measures" - Open Letter From 100s Of Doctors, 

Health Pros Urges End To Lockdowns 
 

https://thefreedomarticles.com/covid-pushback-courts-cancel-executive-overreach-us-states/ 

COVID Pushback: Courts Partially Cancel Executive Overreach in Several US 

States 
QUOTE 

COVID pushback is occurring as courts cancel executive overreach in many US states. But is it enough given the agenda 

for a 2nd wave lockdown? 

COVID pushback has been happening around the world 

in various forms. That is symptomatic of people seeing the truth, finding their sense of self-

respect and finding the courage to stand up for their rights. Protests continue in many 

places, notably London (England) and Berlin (Germany) with David Icke and Robert F. 

Kennedy Jr. respectively giving speeches (in Icke’s case several speeches at several 

protests) to crowds of tens of thousands of people. In other places such as Melbourne 

(Australia), which has strangely for a Western democracy descended into the depths of 

tyranny, not enough COVID pushback is happening; Melbournians are still hampered by 

severe restrictions and are even forbidden from protesting, with the Victorian State 
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Government classifying it as “incitement.” Australia and New Zealand are hampered by the 

fact they don’t possess a Bill of Rights; in my eyes that is a far more pressing concern to 

rectify than any other political topic; however human rights are inherent and come from 

within, so that need be no deterrent for Aussies to get out on the street in massive numbers 

to show the authorities who really has the power. Meanwhile in the US, people in many 

states have now taken action. Below is a brief update of the situation in some states (note: 

this is not a comprehensive list). 

Pennsylvania Governor’s Closing of Businesses and Restrictions on 

Gatherings Found to Have Been Unconstitutional 

A pro-freedom ruling recently emerged from Pennsylvania. Federal Judge William 

Stickman IV ruled that the state-imposed restrictions on gatherings violated the 1st 

Amendment (which includes freedom of assembly) and the stay-at-home and business-

closing orders violated the 14th Amendment (which includes due process and equal 

protection clauses). This article reports: 

“Lyndsay Kensinger, the governor’s press secretary, says the Wolf administration is 

disappointed and will seek a stay of the decision and file an appeal. Kensinger said the 

court ruling is limited to the business closure order and the stay at home orders issued in 

March and were later suspended, as well as the indoor and outdoor gathering 

limitations. “This ruling does not impact any of the other mitigation orders currently in 

place including, but not limited to the targeted mitigation orders announced in July, 

mandatory telework, mandatory mask order, worker safety order, and the building safety 

order,” she said.” 

The judge wrote: 

“There is no question that this Country has faced, and will face, emergencies of every sort. 

But the solution to a national crisis can never be permitted to supersede the commitment to 

individual liberty that stands as the foundation of the American experiment.” 

END QUOTE 

 

I have extensively written that the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act 1900 (UK) was 
also based upon the USA constitution and then 4 Amendments.  

 

https://www.who.int/diagnostics_laboratory/eual/200110_new_eul_procedure_final.pdf?ua=1  
Emergency Use Listing Procedure - WHO | World Health Organization 

8 Jan 2020 ... This definition implies a situation ... The goal of the procedure is to define the steps that WHO will 

follow to establish ... emergency use only. 

QUOTE 

4. Eligibility of candidate products  
The three product streams (vaccines, therapeutics and IVDs) each have specific requirements 
for products to be eligible for evaluation under the EUL procedure.  
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In order to qualify for assessment under this procedure, the following criteria must be met:  
• • The disease for which the product is intended is serious or immediately life threatening, 
has the potential of causing an outbreak, epidemic or pandemic and it is reasonable to 
consider the product for an EUL assessment, e.g., there are no licensed products for the 
indication or for a critical subpopulation (e.g., children);  

• • Existing products have not been successful in eradicating the disease or preventing 
outbreaks (in the case of vaccines and medicines);  

• • The product is manufactured in compliance with current Good Manufacturing Practices 
(GMP) in the case of medicines and vaccines and under a functional Quality Management 
System (QMS) in the case of IVDs, and;  

• • The applicant undertakes to complete the development of the product (validation and 
verification of the product in the case of IVDs) and apply for WHO prequalification once the 
product is licensed. For that purpose, the remaining clinical trials and other testing needed to 
complete the development of the product must already be underway at the time of the 
application for an EUL4.  
 

WHO may consider reviewing a candidate product for EUL that does not meet all of the 
requirements. In such situations, the application letter and documentation provided to WHO 
should justify the application of the product although it does not meet all eligibility 
requirements. 

END QUOTE 
 

Therefore, “EMERGENCY USE ONLY” must not be deemed to exist in regard to any person 
already having had COVID or already battling COVID. Neither do I view that to change a 

person’s DNA falls within this category in particular where, as set out below, the changing of the 
DNA is merely to a certain strain and may not at all be against any mutation.  What we now have 

is forcing the elderly to be “GUINEA PIGS” for the pharmaceutical companies without them 
having allegedly any legal liability. That in my view is not and never can be deemed to be 

“EMERGENCY USE ONLY”. 
 

Vaccinating the “HEALTHY” never can be deemed “EMERGENCY USE ONLY” either. 
I below will set out how many having been “HEALTHY” have been severely harmed or even 

died. Again, in my view no Government can claim to ignore the Rule of Law and neither should 
be tolerated. 

 
With the push for a “VACCINATION CARD” it must be clear that anyone who already had 

COVID and doesn’t need any vaccination or those who cannot have any particular vaccination 
then might be excluded to use public transport, a airplane or whatever regardless they have done 

no wrong. This is not about any safe keeping of the community but pure “TERRORISM” by the 
politicians upon its citizens. I view the Department of Health must strongly reject and oppose 

this kind of “TERRORISM”.  
 

Also, if indeed as appears to be claimed on various articles and videos on the internet there is a 
system of proving some “payload” of drugs into any individual, merely by using a swab 

purportedly to test for any possible infection but really designed to “vaccinate” the individual by 
way of the so called “minicomputers (nanobots) invisible to the eye on the test strips” (These 

tiny devices, known as “Theragrippers”, are made of metal and a thin layer of paraffin. They are 
no bigger than a speck of dust.)  
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Unfassbares Verbrechen der Eliten: Der PCR-Test ist bereits die Impfung! | Michael 
Mannheimer Blog (michael-mannheimer.net)  

Incredible crime of the elites: The PCR test is already the vaccination! 
QUOTE 

• Johns Hopkins University confirms that those who refuse to be vaccinated can be 
vaccinated using a PCR test. 

 
• The massive PCR test campaign is actually a disguised vaccination program by the WHO 

using a new technology developed at Johns Hopkins University that enables clandestine 
vaccinations using PCR tests. 

 
• In the future, PCR tests will be carried out directly on the human intestine. The reason: 

Tiny, star-shaped micro devices have been developed that attach themselves to the 
intestinal mucosa and can release “drugs” (in truth biological weapons) and nanobots into 

the body. 
END QUOTE 
 
https://mobile.twitter.com/cynthiamckinney/status/1355919082512650241?s=20 
https://t.co/ymE3PIPoVm" / Twitter    

Cynthia McKinney PhD on Twitter: "OK, so now what exactly is the function of these 

nanoparticles contained in the experimental Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine?? 

 
Obviously, that such a kind of system was to be used to effectively have some “drug” payload 

administer to any individual without his knowledge or consent and without any medical trained 
and qualified specialist being involved as to ascertain if this unguarded amount of drug payload 

is in any way appropriate for each particular individual must be deemed a criminal offence.  
 

What kind of “drug” is administered? Who authorized 

this kind of “drug” to be used? Can anyone now 

deployed for allegedly doing a “swab” for testing of an 

infection now unknowingly be used to “vaccinate” an 

individual? Where is the “limit” of the amount of any 

such “drug”?  

What are the medical consequences to a person 

adversely affected by such “drug”? What if any kind 

of law/regulation is there in place to ensure such 

method of administering a “drug” cannot be misused? 

How can any “drug overdose” be prevented when 

there is no system in place to manage/control such 

kind of administering any drugs? How can any person 

explain to a medical doctor his ailments and drugs 

usage when unknowingly subjected to “drugs” that 
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may affect or even clash with medically prescribed 

“drugs”? 
 
QUOTE Padfield v Minister of Agriculture & Fisheries and Food (1968) AC 997 (1968) 1 ALL ER 694 House 

of Lords - Lord Upjohn and Lord Hodson Upjohn: - (Irrelevant consideration)  

Here let it be said at once, he and his advisers have obviously given a bona fide and 

painstaking consideration to the complaints addressed to him; the question is 

whether the consideration was sufficient in law. 
END QUOTE 

 
Hansard 1-3-1898 Constitution Convention Debates 

QUOTE   Sir JOHN DOWNER.- 

I think we might, on the attempt to found this great Commonwealth, just advance one step, not beyond 

the substance of the legislation, but beyond the form of the legislation, of the different colonies, and say 

that there shall be embedded in the Constitution the righteous principle that the Ministers of the 

Crown and their officials shall be liable for any arbitrary act or wrong they may do,  in the same way as 

any private person would be. 
END QUOTE 

 

Meaning, that anyone who acts for and on behalf of the Minister in violation of legal 

provisions can be held legally liable as there is no such excuse as “following orders” in 

violation of the Rule of Law. It means that where there is bodily harm or even death as 

result of administering any drugs without following proper legal procedures hen all those 

involved, including those who failed to act to prevent any such conduct, in my view can be 

held criminally legally responsible and accountable.  

 
https://www.ntd.com/johnson-johnson-asks-for-emergency-use-authorization-of-its-covid-19-

vaccine_563113.html?utm_source=dable  
Johnson & Johnson Asks for Emergency Use Authorization of Its COVID-19 Vaccine (ntd.com)  
Johnson & Johnson Asks for Emergency Use Authorization of Its COVID-19 Vaccine 
QUOTE 

Overall, the single-dose vaccine was 66percent effective at preventing moderate to severe COVID-19, 
according to early findings from a study of 44,000 people in the U.S., Latin America and South Africa. 

But it was 85% protective against the most serious symptoms—and starting 28 days after their shot, 

researchers found no one who got the vaccine needed hospitalization or died. 

END QUOTE 

 
https://www.ntd.com/johnson-johnson-asks-for-emergency-use-authorization-of-its-covid-19-

vaccine_563113.html?utm_source=dable  
Johnson & Johnson Asks for Emergency Use Authorization of Its COVID-19 Vaccine (ntd.com)  
Johnson & Johnson Asks for Emergency Use Authorization of Its COVID-19 Vaccine 
QUOTE 

Other Options 

In large U.S. studies, two doses of the Pfizer and Moderna vaccines proved 95 percent protective against any 

symptomatic COVID-19. 

But those studies were finished before the record virus surges of recent months and the appearance of the 
worrisome mutants, meaning such testing might not turn out the same if repeated today. 

J&J also is studying a two-dose version of its vaccine, but results won’t be available for several more months. 

END QUOTE 
 
https://www.ntd.com/authorities-investigating-after-covid-19-vaccine-recipients-develop-rare-

blood-disorder_565552.html  
Authorities Investigating After COVID-19 Vaccine Recipients Develop Rare Blood Disorder 

(ntd.com) 
Authorities Investigating After COVID-19 Vaccine Recipients Develop Rare Blood Disorder 
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QUOTE 
A woman prepares to give a blood sample at a medical facility before receiving a dose of vaccine or placebo 

of Johnson & Johnson's COVID-19 vaccine clinical trial at Colina area, Santiago, Chile, on Nov. 20, 2020. 

(Ivan Alvarado/Reuters) 

Federal authorities are investigating after some COVID-19 vaccine recipients have developed the rare 

blood disorder thrombocytopenia, with at least several cases resulting in death. 
A Food and Drug Administration (FDA) spokesperson told The Epoch Times via email that the agency is 

investigating and assessing the reported cases. 

“At this time, we have not found a causal relationship,” the spokesperson said. “We will update the public as 
we learn more about these events.” 

The blood disorder was listed by the FDA last year as a possible adverse event outcome from getting a 

COVID-19 vaccine, alongside other serious adverse events like Guillain-Barré syndrome and death. 

Several dozen case reports of post-vaccination thrombocytopenia have been submitted to the Vaccine 
Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS), a passive reporting system managed by the FDA and the Centers 

for Disease Control and Prevention. Approximately 44.7 million doses of COVID-19 vaccines have been 

administered in the United States as of Feb. 10. 

In one case, a 56-year-old male in Florida was injected with Pfizer’s vaccine and rushed to the hospital, 
several days after noticing “small blood tinged spots.” He was diagnosed with thrombocytopenia.  

In another, a 36-year-old Pennsylvania woman said she woke up in early January, about two weeks after 

getting Pfizer’s vaccine, with blood blisters all over her mouth and went to the emergency room. She was 

admitted and diagnosed with idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura (ITP), a version of the disorder. 
The most high-profile instance involved Dr. Gregory Michael, a 56-year-old Miami doctor who died 16 days 

after receiving a vaccination against the CCP (Chinese Communist Party) virus, which causes COVID-19. 

Michael’s wife, Heidi Neckelmann, wrote on Facebook that the doctor was admitted to the emergency 

room, where medical workers found his platelet count to be zero. Thrombocytopenia causes a low 
platelet level and in adults typically requires medical treatment. 

Michael was taken to an intensive care unit with a diagnoses of acute ITP caused by a reaction to the vaccine, 

his wife said. 

END QUOTE 
 

What we essentially have is a political driven mantra of a deadly virus that is killing the many 

whereas the overall death rate reported regarding the USA doesn’t at all indicate that more than 
400,000 extra COVID deaths caused an increase of total yearly deaths, rather that the deaths 

claimed to be from COVID actually are renamed from motor cycle deaths, heart attacks, etc to 
COVID. It has resulted to a barrage if not avalanche of false claims about positives as to scare 

the living daylights out of citizens that they better are vaccinated because a doomsday is coming 
upon them where in fact many of the claimed death could have been avoided in the first place 

had appropriate conduct been pursued. As such, many of the deaths I view were in fact 
manslaughter if not murder incidents. This not to ignore either the misuse and abuse of 

equipment such as ventilators which were not properly calibrated for the use of a particular 
patient. Also we can for this consider the conduct such as in the USA by politicians and their 

officials which likewise may have eventuated in Australia: 
 
https://www.theepochtimes.com/cuomo-aide-confesses-to-cover-up-of-nursing-home-virus-deaths-

report_3694469.html  
Cuomo Aide Confesses to Cover-Up of Nursing Home Virus Deaths: Report (theepochtimes.com)  

Cuomo Aide Confesses to Cover-Up of Nursing Home Virus Deaths: Report 

QUOTE 
A top aide to New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo has reportedly apologized to Democratic lawmakers for 
withholding data on CCP (Chinese Communist Party) virus deaths in nursing homes in an effort to avoid 

scrutiny from federal prosecutors. 

The admission of the alleged cover-up was made by Secretary to the Governor Melissa DeRosa during a 
video conference call with state Democratic leaders on Feb. 11, according to an audio recording obtained 

by The New York Post. 

It comes ahead of new disclosure of data which reveals that nearly 15,000 nursing home residents died 

of coronavirus, much higher than the 8,500 figure previously disclosed. 
DeRosa allegedly told Democrats that the administration feared the data could “be used against us” by the 

Justice Department (DOJ). 

The DOJ announced it had opened an investigation on Aug. 26 into “governors of states that issued orders 

which may have resulted in the deaths of thousands of elderly nursing home residents.” 
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The states include New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Michigan. 
In the conference call on Thursday, DeRosa reportedly admitted that they deliberately hid the data from state 

legislators after the Trump administration began asking questions. 

END QUOTE 
 
Falsifying the death rate of patients never should be held acceptable. Yet, as we should be aware 

of the same as I understand it was eventuating in Australia where many were claimed to have 
died of COVID when they had not.  

 
https://www.theepochtimes.com/cuomo-dismisses-ags-nursing-home-death-report-talk-to-the-federal-

government_3677487.html  

Cuomo Dismisses AG’s Nursing Home Death Report: ‘Talk to the Federal Government’ (theepochtimes.com) 

Cuomo Dismisses AG’s Nursing Home Death Report: ‘Talk to the Federal Government’ 

QUOTE 

“Whether a person died in the hospital or died in a nursing home, it’s … 

people died. People died,” Cuomo then went on to say. 

“The same people are dying today. Ninety-six percent of the people who died 

are older people with comorbidities, which happens to be the population that 

lives in nursing homes,” he added. “It’s continuing today, even with all the 

testing we’re doing. If you look at New York state, we have a lower percentage 

of deaths in nursing homes than other states. One-third of all deaths in this 

nation are in nursing homes.” 
END QUOTE 
 
This callous kind of claim that the elderly would have died anyhow is not supported by the 

videos where crying nurses claimed that patients were starved to death and deliberately denied 
proper medical attention, etc.  

Every person is born to die eventually but that should never be any excuse to deliberately allow 
patients to be starved to death and/or be denied appropriate medical care.  

 
As one medical doctor of a New York Hospital in his video then already about a year ago urged 

to stop using inappropriately programmed ventilators as they were actually causing the death of 
most patients on ventilators.  

 
https://www.theepochtimes.com/cuomo-dismisses-ags-nursing-home-death-report-talk-to-the-federal-

government_3677487.html  

Cuomo Dismisses AG’s Nursing Home Death Report: ‘Talk to the Federal Government’ (theepochtimes.com) 

Cuomo Dismisses AG’s Nursing Home Death Report: ‘Talk to the Federal Government’ 

QUOTE 
Separately, former federal assistant secretary in Trump’s Human Services Department, Michael Caputo, 

issued a statement after Cuomo’s remarks about the previous administration’s policy to reporters. 
“Early on, experts at the Health and Human Services administration identified Cuomo’s foolish executive 

order as a primary cause for thousands of nursing home COVID deaths in New York,” Caputo said in 

a statement. ” He’s right, I called him out on it immediately… Cuomo is personally responsible for 

thousands of unnecessary nursing home deaths and he must be held accountable.” 
END QUOTE 
 
I could fill reams of paper with what went on in the USA and also in Australia but I published 

already numerous documents at https://www.scribd.com/inspectorrikati that set it all out. Save to 
say that this deliberate scaremongering by politicians to allow vulnerable persons to die 

needlessly as to build their fear mongering case where proper “leadership” in my view could 
have prevented most of the deaths may be forever a black page in our history. Indeed, many of 

the medical staff that also were suffering or even died may not have been so had proper 
“leadership” been in place.  
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In my view politicians and their officials who blatantly disregard to follow the Rule of law must 
be held legally accountable and if convicted be sentenced to life of imprisonment without parole. 

After all causing the needless deaths of the many can never be excused by some “following 
orders” claim.  

 
As many videos available at the time on the internet, of many I downloaded just in case they 

were removed, indicated crying nurses explaining how hospital management 
DELIBERATEDLY left patients without proper medical attention and even food as they were 

going to die anyhow, regardless that their lives could have been saved.  
The media claiming hospitals were overwhelmed where videos show hospital doing dances in 

about empty hospitals. 
Olga as a heart failure patients has been denied proper medical care she otherwise would have 

been provided with and the same with myself. Just to detail those issues would fill pages. 
 

The publication of false claims against the usage of HCQ usage in “The Lancet” not only is 
questionable but also may be deemed criminal, where this may have led to untold deaths that 

could have been avoided at the time and since. Moreover, it may also place in question the 
subsequent claimed “EMERGENCY USE ONLY” vaccinations where clearly there was 

already a manner to deal with the alleged infections. One cannot deliberately create a set of 
“EMERGENCY USE ONLY” situation by falsely creating some kind of circumstances that 

could have been avoided in the first place merely as to try to legally justify the approval of 
“EMERGENCY USE ONLY” so called vaccinations that otherwise never could be approved.  

 
We must never allow officials of Departments such as the Department of Health to side with the 

political mantra of politicians ignoring the Rule of Law. Neither should any medical doctor 
betray his oath “Hippocratic Oath”. Allowing the untold suffering of the many who have or are 

being “vaccinated” via all kinds of means with drugs not in accordance to what is legally 
permissible should be horrifying to any official. If any official nevertheless decides to remain 

silent as so to say not rock the boat then such person deserves every legal punishment that could 
be applied in the circumstances upon conviction.  

To let innocent persons suffer tremendously and even to the extent of death never must be 
deemed acceptable and/or be tolerates. 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UijQ-6jhVuc  

Doctor Dies After Getting COVID Vaccine __ Florida_Doctor's Death  

 

Dr Hanson (@doctor.hanson) explained that Dr Michael (a person who did not smoke and was 
deemed to be very healthy) died of “acute thrombocytopenia” which caused a “brain 

hamorage” as result of “anaphylaxis” a severe allergic reaction. A “petechial hemorage” can 
result such as in the brain, eyes, on the skin and the lungs caused by bleeding under the skin, etc. 

“thrombocytopenia” can cause low platelet levels, that normally might be between about 50.000 
and 400.000 but can result in spontaneous bleeding when less than 10.000 and Dr Michael 

appeared to be left with about zero. As Dr Hanson further explained they tried “steroids” also 
“SOLU-MEDROL” (METHYLPREDNISOLONE) and if that doesn’t work then try 
“ROMIPLOSTIM”, “ELTROMPOPAG” or “RITUXIMAB” as last resort take out the 

“spleen”. When a bleeding in the brain eventuates then Dr Hanson explained a cranial pressure 
may need to open the skull to reduce the pressure but with Dr Michael it went so quick that he 

died within minutes. Dr Hanson also explained that medication, even certain food, herbal 
remedies or MMR vaccine, also can result to “thrombocytopenia” What I understand from Dr 

Hanson explanations is that drug induced antibodies can cause the immune system to attack the 
body completely (DITP). Drugs causing this, such as “QUINIDINE”, “HEPARIN”, 

“SULFONYLUREAS” (A.K.A. “BACTRIM”), as well as various “ANTIBIOTICS”. 
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I since January 2020, when I heard first about COVID-19 commenced to download numerous 

articles/videos and in the past wrote about how pathologists of Hungary, Italy, France, Spain and 
Germany made clear that no one had died “from” COVID-19 but rather “with” COVID-19. 

Slides showing how blood caused brain “hemorage”, etc. Also how some of the brains were 
starved of “oxygen”. Many of the elderly such as Olga have vascular problems and then use 

“ASPIRIN” to thinner the blood. More than likely many if not most of the nursing home 
residents may have been on some sort of medication which may have included something like 

“APIXABAN” (“ELIQUIS” tablets) and then generally it is as I understand it recommended not 
to use “ASPIRIN” as that would be a DOUBLE WHAMMY of blood thinner and this could 

actually cause severe harm.  
That is why Olga is with her Heart Failure under a specialist who determines what she may or 

may not have as medication, etc.  
 

As the following also makes clear that you really do not vaccinate anyone when you do not know 
if the person already had overcome COVID-19 and as such any vaccination is useless and/or 

dangerous and the same if a person is at that time already infected. 
 
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/12/suspicions-grow-nanoparticles-pfizer-s-covid-19-vaccine-trigger-rare-
allergic-reactions   

Some people suspect polyethylene glycol may have triggered severe reactions in at least eight people who 

received the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine in the past 2 weeks. 

CARLOS OSORIO/POOL/AFP via Getty Images 
Suspicions grow that nanoparticles in Pfizer’s COVID-19 vaccine trigger rare allergic reactions 

By Jop de VriezeDec. 21, 2020 , 5:10 PM 

Science’s COVID-19 reporting is supported by the Pulitzer Center and the Heising-Simons 

Foundation. 
QUOTE 

As of 19 December, the United States had seen six cases of anaphylaxis among 272,001 

people who received the COVID-19 vaccine, according to a recent presentation by Thomas 
Clark of the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC); the United Kingdom has 

recorded two. Because the Pfizer and Moderna mRNA vaccines use a new platform, the 

reactions call for careful scrutiny, says Elizabeth Phillips, a drug hypersensitivity 

researcher at Vanderbilt University Medical Center who attended an NIAID meeting 

on 16 December. “This is new.”  
News reports about the allergic reactions have already created anxiety. “Patients with severe allergies in the 
US are getting nervous about the possibility that they may not be able to get vaccinated, at least with those 

two vaccines,” Togias wrote in an invitation to meeting participants. “Allergies in general are so common in 

the population that this could create a resistance against the vaccines in the population,” adds Janos Szebeni, 

an immunologist at Semmelweis University in Budapest, Hungary, who has long studied hypersensitivity 
reactions to PEG and who also attended the 16 December gathering. 

Scientists who believe PEG may be the culprit stress that vaccination should continue. “We need to get 

vaccinated,” Phillips says. “We need to try and curtail this pandemic.” But more data are urgently needed, she 

adds: “These next couple of weeks in the U.S. are going to be extremely important for defining what to do 
next.” 

Toothpaste and shampoo 

Pfizer’s and Moderna’s clinical trials of the vaccines, which involved tens of thousands of people, did not 
find serious adverse events caused by the vaccine. But both studies excluded people with a history of 

allergies to components of the COVID-19 vaccines; Pfizer also excluded those who previously had a 

severe adverse reaction from any vaccine. People with previous allergic reactions to food or drugs were not 

excluded, but may have been underrepresented. 
The two vaccines both contain mRNA wrapped in lipid nanoparticles (LNPs) that help carry it to human cells 

but also act as an adjuvant, a vaccine ingredient that bolsters the immune response. The LNPs are 

“PEGylated”—chemically attached to PEG molecules that cover the outside of the particles and increase their 

stability and life span. 
END QUOTE 
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What we have is that the “vaccination” is only for people who have a “mild” COVID and the test 
excluded persons with allergies. As such, those test really are not justifying to be relied upon 

where the very persons who may required to be part of the test are excluded as to ensure a better 
alleged test result. If you are going to vaccinate “anyone” then the test likewise should be 

regarding “anyone”.  
 
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/12/suspicions-grow-nanoparticles-pfizer-s-covid-19-vaccine-trigger-rare-
allergic-reactions   

Some people suspect polyethylene glycol may have triggered severe reactions in at least eight people who received 

the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine in the past 2 weeks. 

CARLOS OSORIO/POOL/AFP via Getty Images 

Suspicions grow that nanoparticles in Pfizer’s COVID-19 vaccine trigger rare allergic reactions 

By Jop de VriezeDec. 21, 2020 , 5:10 PM 

Science’s COVID-19 reporting is supported by the Pulitzer Center and the Heising-Simons Foundation. 

QUOTE 
Katalin Karikó, a senior vice president at BioNTech who co-invented the mRNA technology underlying both 

vaccines, says she discussed with Szebeni whether PEG in the vaccine could be an issue. (The two know each 

other well; both are Hungarian and in the 1980s, Karikó taught Szebeni how to make liposomes in her lab.) 

They agreed that given the low amount of lipid and the intramuscular administration, the risk was negligible.  
Karikó emphasizes that based on what we know so far, the risk is still low. “All vaccines carry some risk. But 

the benefit of the vaccine outweighs the risk,” she says. 

Szebeni agrees, but says he hopes that’s also true in the long run. He notes that both mRNA vaccines require 

two shots, and he worries anti-PEG antibodies triggered by the first shot could increase the risk of an allergic 
reaction to the second or to PEGylated drugs. 

Stay for 30 minutes. 

To understand the risk, Phillips says, it’s crucial to unravel the mechanisms underlying the immune 

reactions and find out how often they are likely to occur. The known U.S. cases are currently under 

study, but key clues may have vanished: Anaphylactic reactions produce biomarkers that only remain 

in the blood for a few hours. At the NIAID meeting, participants discussed ways to ensure that blood 

samples from future cases are taken immediately and tested for those markers. 

If PEG does turn out to be the culprit, the question is, what can be done? Screening millions of people 
for anti-PEG antibodies before they are vaccinated is not feasible. Instead, CDC guidelines recommend 

not giving the Pfizer or Moderna vaccines to anyone with a history of severe allergic reaction to any 

component of the vaccine. For people who have had a severe reaction to another vaccine or injectable 

medication, the risks and benefits of vaccination should be carefully weighed, CDC says. And people 
who might be at high risk of an anaphylactic reaction should stay at the vaccination site for 30 minutes after 

their shot so they can be treated if necessary. 

“At least [anaphylaxis] is something that happens quickly,” Philips says. “So, it’s something that you can be 

very much alerted to, prepared to recognize early and be prepared to treat early.”  
END QUOTE 
 

Obviously to “the risks and benefits of vaccination should be carefully weighed” you require 
a qualified medical specialist to consider such matters and not merely assume it is all right.  

 
Again: 

 
To understand the risk, Phillips says, it’s crucial to unravel the mechanisms underlying the immune 

reactions and find out how often they are likely to occur. The known U.S. cases are currently under 

study, but key clues may have vanished: Anaphylactic reactions produce biomarkers that only remain 

in the blood for a few hours. 
 
By the time any proper diagnoses can be made AFTER the vaccination then it might be well after 

the person has died. Hence, any specialist must be involved PRIOR TO any vaccination being 
done. 

 
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/02/02/covid-vaccine-death-

seniors.aspx?ui=9f3184a621aaa3f412fa6b94da9e2e1659a095d9670040e856c222e88170d7b7&cid_source=dnl&cid

_medium=email&cid_content=art1HL&cid=20210202_HL2&mid=DM792926&rid=1  

Seniors Dying After COVID Vaccine Labeled as Natural Causes (mercola.com)  
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QUOTE 
Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, commented that the 

deaths have to be “put into context with the population they occurred in.”5 

In other words, they were old and old people die. It’s hypocrisy at its finest. When seniors die before 

vaccination, it’s due to COVID-19 and something must be done to prevent it, but when they die after 
vaccination, they die of natural causes and no preventive action is necessary. 

The World Health Organization added that since there was “no certain connection” of the vaccines to 

Norway’s deaths, there is no reason to discontinue giving it to senior citizens. 

END QUOTE 
 
https://michael-mannheimer.net/2021/01/27/nach-impfung-jede-menge-tote-in-altenheimen-politik-und-medien-

schweigen/  
Nach Covid-19-Impfung: Jede Menge Tote in Altersheimen | Michael Mannheimer Blog (michael-mannheimer.net)  

QUOTE 

Media and politics deny any link between vaccination and death 

of vaccinated 

The following message * I received today on Telegram: 

" We have just been told from a confidential source that the Covid vaccination was carried 

out in a Berlin old people's home. According to our source, helped of all vaccinated 

seniors died the following night. Caregivers were also vaccinated. Half of the vaccinated 

carers are now seriously ill. If someone only noticed this in one facility and so many are 
already dying, what happens in the other old people's homes? 

END QUOTE 
 

Nach Covid-19-Impfung: Jede Menge Tote in Altersheimen | Michael Mannheimer Blog 
(michael-mannheimer.net)  

After Covid-19 Vaccination: Lots of Deaths in Retirement Homes 
QUOTE 

The post-vaccinal corona infections or deaths, according to the home management and 

vaccination doctors, have to do with the fact that the vaccine has not yet been able to develop 
its full effect in the short time. 

A downright absurd argument: Who in the world would voluntarily be vaccinated with a 
vaccine that would result in infection or even death? In other words: how stupid do these mass 

murderers actually consider their victims? 

One thing is clear: the vaccinations cause exactly what they should avoid: a corona 

infection and / or death immediately after the vaccination. And thus confirm exactly what 
some governments and courts are now saying: 

 A Portuguese court of appeal considers PCR test as proof of corona infection to be 
completely unreliable (judgment in Portuguese here  

(https://drive.google.com/file/d/1t1b01H0Jd4hsMU7V1vy70yr8s3jlBedr/view) and is 
lifting quarantine ( source ) (https://tkp.at/2020/11/17/portugiesisches-berufungsgericht-

haelt-pcr-tests-fuer-unzuverlaessig-und-hebt-quarantaene-auf/) 
 Professor Dr. Ulrike Kämmerer (special fields are human biology, virology, immunology, 

cell biology) says that the PCR test is not suitable for determining a corona infection; it is 
like "reading coffee grounds". source  (https://www.freiewelt.net/nachricht/pcr-test-ist-

wie-kaffeesatzlesen-10082051/) 
 "With the PCR test you can find almost anything in anyone." (Prof. Dr. Kary Mullis, the 

PCR test inventor and Nobel Prize winner Quelle 
(https://www.bitchute.com/video/UAvQq5zL2mEZ/) 
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 The PCR test provides governments with the result they want ( source ) (https://michael-
mannheimer.net/2020/11/11/40-unwiderlegbare-zitate-und-fakten-beweisen-der-pcr-test-

ist-eine-grosse-luege-er-dient-allein-der-legitimation-einer-verbrecherischen-politik/ ) 
 Court in Peru: Gates, Soros & Co. responsible for Corona ( source ) 

(https://www.journalistenwatch.com/2021/01/13/compact-tv-gericht/) 
 "Corona vaccination is murder vaccination" : List of deaths and most serious vaccination 

side effects ( source ) (https://michael-mannheimer.net/2021/01/13/corona-impfung-ist-
mordimpfung-auflistung-von-todesfaellen-und-schwersten-impf-nebenwirkungen/) 

 1400 Belgian doctors and healthcare professionals sound the alarm: “There is no such 
thing as a killer virus!” ( Source ) (https://docs4opendebate.be/open-

brief/https://docs4opendebate.be/ondertekenaars/) 
 Vaccination recommendation changed: Norway reacts to 23 (!) Deaths immediately after 

vaccination ( source ) (https://unser-mitteleuropa.com/impfempfehlung-geaendert-
norwegen-reagiert-auf-23-todesfaelle-unmittelbar-nach-impfung/) 

 After corona vaccination: over 1000 people in the emergency room ( source ) 
(https://www.neopresse.com/gesundheit/hunderte-in-notaufnahme-nach-corona-

impfung/) 
 Norway: 13 deaths after vaccination - side effects of the mRNA vaccines "could have led 

to death" ( source ) (https://www.epochtimes.de/politik/ausland/norwegen-13-
todesfaelle-nach-impfung-nebenwirkungen-der-mrna-impfstoffe-koennten-zum-tod-

gefuehrt-haben-a3424777.html) 

At the end of the article I have made some statements by leading global epidemiologists who 

expose the false reports in the standard media about the alleged incausality of the vaccinations 
with the subsequent corona infections and the death of the vaccinated as brazen lies and prove 

that the vaccine is in truth a is a biological weapon that irreversibly reprograms the genome of 
the vaccinated person, leading to fatal immune suppression and even death. 

Before that, some recent reports from the same mass media about mass outbreaks of corona 
diseases in old people's homes, which could no longer be concealed. 

25 reports of corona outbreaks and deaths after corona 

vaccinations in old people's homes 
END QUOTE 
 

Https://www.theepochtimes.com/55-people-died-in-us-after-receiving-covid-19-vaccines-reporting-

system_3659152.html  
55 People Have Died in US After Receiving COVID-19 Vaccines: Reporting System (theepochtimes.com) 
55 People Have Died in US After Receiving COVID-19 Vaccines: Reporting System 

 
https://www.theepochtimes.com/deaths-of-elderly-who-recovered-from-covid-19-but-died-after-vaccine-raise-

questions_3692259.html?utm_source=newsnoe&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=breaking-2021-02-10-4  

Deaths of Elderly Who Recovered From COVID-19, but Died After Vaccine, Raise Questions (theepochtimes.com) 

Deaths of Elderly Who Recovered From COVID-19, but Died After Vaccine, Raise Questions 

 
https://www.tga.gov.au/vaccines-overview  
QUOTE 

Vaccines overview 
14 May 2019 

The Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA) is responsible for assessing vaccines and other medicines 

before they can be used in Australia. We only register a vaccine for use in Australia if its benefits are much 

greater than its risks. 
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On this page: What is a vaccine? | The TGA assesses vaccines before they can be used in Australia | TGA 
decisions are informed by independent advice | The TGA monitors vaccines after they are supplied in 

Australia | Where can I find more information? | Frequently asked questions 

What is a vaccine? 

Vaccines are medicines that protect you against specific diseases, such as measles, influenza (flu) or 
whooping cough. Vaccination is the act of receiving a vaccine, which in most cases involves having the 

vaccine injected with a needle. 

Vaccines can contain: 

 dead viruses or bacteria 

 severely weakened forms of viruses or bacteria 

 small, purified components of viruses or bacteria. 
After receiving a vaccine, your body's immune system can remember the virus or bacterium and 

fight off an infection much more effectively than if it was encountering the virus or bacterium for the 

first time. 
Vaccines protect you and the people around you from serious and life-threatening diseases. There 

are some people in the community who cannot be vaccinated because they are too young or too sick. 

Widespread vaccination helps protect these people by making it more difficult for a disease to 

spread. 
Some people experience minor side effects following vaccination, such as mild fever or pain, 

redness, or swelling at the injection site. Serious side effects, like allergic reactions, are very rare. 

The TGA assesses vaccines before they can be used in Australia 

The TGA rigorously assesses vaccines for safety, quality and efficacy before they can be used in 
Australia. Vaccines receive the same high level of scrutiny as other prescription medicines and 

related therapeutic goods. 

We use the best available scientific evidence to assess the risks and benefits of each vaccine. Our 

evidence requirements are based on international guidelines developed by the European Medicines 
Agency. 

Clinical trials are a key part of the scientific evidence that we review during the assessment of a new 

vaccine. A clinical trial is a scientific study where a promising new medicine is given to a group of 

people to assess its risks and benefits. 
We carefully assess the results of clinical trials and the way in which the trials were conducted. We 

require well-designed trials of a sufficient length with a sufficient number of people who represent 

the people for whom the vaccine is intended. The results must demonstrate that the benefits of the 

vaccine greatly outweigh the risks. 
We also require vaccine manufacturers to meet manufacturing quality standards. As a further check, 

our laboratories assess the quality of every batch of a vaccine before it can be supplied in Australia. 

TGA decisions are informed by independent advice 

The TGA's decision of whether to register a vaccine for use in Australia is informed by the advice of 
the Advisory Committee on Vaccines (ACV). 

The ACV is an independent committee appointed by the Australian Government Minister for Health. 

It is composed of members with expertise in science, medicine and public health. 

The ACV complements our expertise in the TGA, ensuring that our assessments of vaccines are as 
robust as possible. 

The TGA monitors vaccines after they are supplied in Australia 

The TGA monitors vaccines for safety after they are supplied in Australia. If you experience an 

adverse event (side effect) from a vaccine, you should seek assistance from a health professional and 
report the adverse event to the TGA. 

We receive adverse event reports from consumers, health professionals, the companies who supply 

vaccines, and state and territory health departments. We publish these reports in the publically 

available Database of Adverse Event Notifications (DAEN). 
Reporting serious adverse events is mandatory for the companies who supply vaccines in Australia. 

These companies must also develop and implement risk management plans for their vaccines.  

Our laboratories also help monitor vaccine safety. Alongside assessing the quality of all vaccine 

batches before they are supplied in Australia, our laboratories may also test the quality of selected 
vaccine batches after they are supplied in Australia. Laboratory testing results are published on our 

website. 

If we suspect there is a problem with a vaccine, we will launch an investigation. In some cases, this 

could mean suspending the use of a vaccine during the investigation. We notify the community of 
safety concerns through the publication of alerts on our website. 

Where can I find more information? 
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 The Australian Government Department of Health immunisation page includes information on 
getting vaccinated, vaccine safety, the National Immunisation Schedule and other topics. You can 

also call the National Immunisation Hotline on 1800 671 811. 

 The Australian Government Department of Health 'Get the facts' website includes additional 
information about vaccinating your children. 

 The NPS Medicinewise website includes information about vaccines and other medicines in the 
consumer information section. You can also call their Medicines Line on 1300 MEDICINE (1300 

633 424). 

 The National Centre for Immunisation Research and Surveillance (NCIRS) website includes a 

range of vaccine information, including factsheets on vaccine preventable diseases and vaccine 
safety. 

 The Australian Academy of Science website includes information on the science of immunisation. 

Frequently asked questions 

Does the TGA consider all of the ingredients in a vaccine before registering it for use? 

Yes. The TGA considers the safety, quality and efficacy of every ingredient in a vaccine before we 

register the vaccine for use in Australia. 

Vaccines contain an active ingredient from the target virus or bacterium. They also contain other 
ingredients for particular purposes, such as stimulating the body's immune response and stabilising the 

vaccine during storage. The TGA assesses all of these ingredients for safety, quality and efficacy 

before the vaccine can be used in Australia. 

Show more information about Are there any differences in the registration process for seasonal flu 

vaccines? 

Yes. The registration process has been customised to ensure timely availability of seasonal influenza 

(flu) vaccines. 

The composition of seasonal flu vaccines changes every year because there are new strains of flu 
viruses every year. This short timeframe means that it is not practical to conduct clinical trials for 

annual virus updates to seasonal flu vaccines. To ensure timely availability of seasonal flu vaccines, 

the TGA does not require clinical trial data for annual virus updates for vaccines that are already on 

the Australian Register of Therapeutic Goods (ARTG). We take this approach because there have been 
many years of safe and effective use of seasonal flu vaccines in several million people. This 

registration process only applies for seasonal flu vaccines where the manufacturing process is the 

same as a previously registered vaccine and the only change is to the strains of virus. 

The Australian Influenza Vaccine Committee (AIVC) provides advice to the TGA on the composition 
of the seasonal influenza vaccine to be supplied in Australia. AIVC recommendations are published on 

our website. 

 

 Category:Prescription medicines 

 URL:https://www.tga.gov.au/node/874553 

END QUOTE 

 

In my view it would have been sheer impossible for the TGA to claim on its website  
QUOTE 

We carefully assess the results of clinical trials and the way in which the trials were conducted. We 

require well-designed trials of a sufficient length with a sufficient number of people who represent 

the people for whom the vaccine is intended. The results must demonstrate that the benefits of the 
vaccine greatly outweigh the risks. 

We also require vaccine manufacturers to meet manufacturing quality standards. As a further check, 

our laboratories assess the quality of every batch of a vaccine before it can be supplied in Australia. 

END QUOTE 

And “The TGA monitors vaccines after they are supplied in Australia” 

 
This, as the following videos exposes what is wrong with vaccinations and that for about 32 

years there has been no safety checking as to the vaccines. As found in legal proceedings 
involving lawyer Mr Robert F Kennedy and Mr Del Bigtree. 

 
The Irrefutable Argument Against Vaccine Safety - with Author Del Bigtree 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RJh3TiCFJH4  

The Irrefutable Argument Against Vaccine Safety - with Author Del ... 

27 Jun 2018 ... The lecture will discuss the revelations of the CDC whistleblower Dr. William Thompson, 
who has provided 10000 documents that back up his ... 
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This video has charts, etc, to underline what they state being the facts. 

 
It appears to me the TGA merely rubber stamps whatever is falling of the lips of the CDC (USA) 

and WHO (World Health Organization) and as result numerous Australian citizens I suspect have 
suffered horrendous consequences and even death.  

 
Nach Covid-19-Impfung: Jede Menge Tote in Altersheimen | Michael Mannheimer Blog (michael-
mannheimer.net)  
QUOTE 

"The mRNA vaccination is like Russian roulette" 

The Irish immunologist and molecular biologist Prof. Dolores Cahill explained in an 

almost 5-hour interview why people vaccinated with COVID-19 will the months after the 
mRNA vaccination (source, among others, here ): 

“If the vaccinated come into contact with wild coronavirus a few months after vaccination, 
their immune system will in many cases react with a deadly cytokine storm. This is because 

the vaccine mRNA genetically modifies the body's cells so that they produce the 
coronavirus spike protein. If a new coronavirus later activates the immune system, it 

recognizes the self-produced spike proteins as a danger and starts a major attack against 
its own body cells. As a result, the vaccinated suffer septic shock with multiple organ 

failure, which usually ends in death " 

END QUOTE 

 
Those in nursing homes generally have at times various COMMON DENOMINATORS. 

 
Yet, despite this you may find some clusters of deaths in certain nursing homes and yet not in 

others.  
This to me seems to indicate that the clusters in certain nursing homes, even so attributed to be 

because of COVID-19 really may have other causes. 
. 

Going through numerous videos I discovered that in a nursing home where they had a reported 
300% infection rate (relating not only to residents but also to its staff) then the real reason of 

deaths, etc might be say because of lack of proper housekeeping. 
For example it was reported that a particular nursing home had deep cleaning and yet still even 

staff members fell ill.  If then as I write about in the past one watch a video one can see a kitchen 
staff member donned in PPE (Personal Protection Equipment) disposing of cartons that are on a 

kitchen trolley and then with the trolley returns back into the kitchen. Obviously the kitchen staff 
members hands are not getting contaminated but the gloves, the trolley are and then touching the 

doorknobs so they will be with bacterium from the dump-master/rubbish bin. Then this staff 
member prepares the meals and well spread the bacterium around the food utilities, etc. By this 

the entire previous deep-cleaning has become worthless. Staff members entering this highly 
contaminated kitchen then spread it around and if they also consume food they too likely will fall 

ill. Obviously the already frail residents may easily then become severe ill if not die. So what, 
they may have had COVID-19 but the real killer in my view likely was the bacterium spread by 

this lack of proper housekeeping kitchen staff member. 
If then those residents also are given a flu vaccination then that can drive them over the cliff and 

cause their deaths.  
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If now they are given any Pfiser/Moderna so called vaccine then I view that likely will kill them 
off also. This as they contain “mRNA” to amend the DNA of a person.  

Now let us zero into this. There are reports that the elderly who had previously overcome 
COVID-19 now died after the vaccination. 

And we had people who had COVID-19 now died after vaccination. 
. 

Let us get this into reality. An elderly person who overcame COVID-19 obviously then had 
antibodies and certainly would not need any “mRNA” vaccine to alter the DNA and then causing 

different antibodies to be created for what? Those different kind of antibodies more than likely 
would combat each other and the result being the death of the elderly person. 

 
As for those battling COVID-19 now being vaccinated with the “mRNA” to alter their DNA 

have the complexed battle to fight the real COVID-19 as well as a pretended virus. Little wonder 
such frail elderly person then ends up dying soon after a vaccination, as many reportedly did.  

 
https://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/attacking-ourselves-top-doctors-reveal-vaccines-turn-our-

immune-system-against-us  

Attacking Ourselves: Top Doctors Reveal Vaccines Turn Our Immune System Against Us 

QUOTE  
The research is hard to ignore, vaccines can trigger autoimmunity with a laundry list of diseases to follow. 

With harmful and toxic metals as some vaccine ingredients, who is susceptible and which individuals are 

more at risk? 

No one would accuse Yehuda Shoenfeld of being a quack. The Israeli clinician has spent more than three 
decades studying the human immune system and is at the pinnacle of his profession. You might say he is 

more foundation than fringe in his specialty; he wrote the textbooks. The Mosaic of 

Autoimmunity, Autoantibodies, Diagnostic Criteria in Autoimmune Diseases, Infection and Autoimmunity, 

Cancer and Autoimmunity – the list is 25 titles long and some of them are cornerstones of clinical practice. 
Hardly surprising that Shoenfeld has been called the "Godfather of Autoimmunology" – the study of the 

immune system turned on itself in a wide array of diseases from type 1 diabetes to ulcerative colitis and 

multiple sclerosis.   

But something strange is happening in the world of immunology lately and a small evidence of it is that the 

Godfather of Autoimmunology is pointing to vaccines – specifically, some of their ingredients including the 

toxic metal aluminum – as a significant contributor to the growing global epidemic of autoimmune diseases. 

The bigger evidence is a huge body of research that's poured in in the past 15 years, and particularly in the 
past five years. Take for example, a recent article published in the journal Pharmacological Research in 

which Shoenfeld and colleagues issue unprecedented guidelines naming four categories of people who are 

most at risk for vaccine-induced autoimmunity. 

"On one hand," vaccines prevent infections which can trigger autoimmunity, say the paper's authors, 

Alessandra Soriano, of the Department of Clinical Medicine and Rheumatology at the Campus Bio-Medico 

University in Rome, Gideon Nesher, of the Hebrew University Medical School in Jerusalem and Shoenfeld, 

founder and head of the Zabludowicz Center of Autoimmune Diseases in the Sheba Medical Center at Tel 
Hashomer. He is also editor of three medical journals and author of more than 1,500 research papers across 

the spectrum of medical journalism and founder of the International Congress on Autoimmunology. "On the 

other hand, many reports that describe post-vaccination autoimmunity strongly suggest that vaccines can 

indeed trigger autoimmunity. Defined autoimmune diseases that may occur following vaccinations include 
arthritis, lupus (systemic lupus erythematosus, SLE) diabetes mellitus, thrombocytopenia, vasculitis, 

dermatomyosiositis, Guillain-Barre syndrome and demyelinating disorders. Almost all types of vaccines have 

been reported to be associated with the onset of ASIA." 

ASIA – or Autoimmune/inflammatory Syndrome Induced by Adjuvants (also known as Shoenfeld's 

syndrome) -- first appeared in the Journal of Autoimmunology four years ago. It is an umbrella term for a 

collection of similar symptoms, including Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, that result after exposure to an 
adjuvant – an environmental agent including common vaccine ingredients that stimulate the immune system. 

Since then an enormous body of research, using ASIA as a paradigm, has begun to unravel the mystery of 

how environmental toxins, particularly the metal aluminum used in vaccines, can trigger an immune system 

chain reaction in susceptible individuals and may lead to overt autoimmune disease. 
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Autoimmune disease results when the body's system meant to attack foreign invaders turns instead to attack 
part of the body it belongs to (auto is Greek for self). If the immune system is like a national defence system, 

antibodies are like drones programmed to recognize a certain type of invader (a bacteria say) and to destroy 

them or mark them for destruction by other special forces. Autoantibodies are like drones that are 

misidentifying a component of the human body and have launched a sustained attack on it. If they mistakenly 
target a component of the conductive sheath around neurons, for example, nerve impulses stop conducting 

properly, muscles go into spasm and coordination fails; multiple sclerosis results. If autoantibodies 

erroneously focus on joint tissue; rheumatoid arthritis results. If they target the islets of Langerhans in the 

pancreas, Type 1 diabetes, and so on 

"Throughout our lifetime the normal immune system walks a fine line between preserving normal immune 

reactions and developing autoimmune diseases," says the paper. "The healthy immune system is tolerant to 

self-antigens. When self-tolerance is disturbed, dysregulation of the immune system follows, resulting in 
emergence of an autoimmune disease. Vaccination is one of the conditions that may disturb this homeostasis 

in susceptible individuals, resulting in autoimmune phenomena and ASIA." 

Who is "susceptible" is the subject of the paper entitled, "Predicting post-vaccination autoimmunity: Who 
might be at risk?" It lists four categories of people: 1) those who have had a previous autoimmune reaction to 

a vaccine, 2) anyone with a medical history of autoimmunity, 3) patients with a history of allergic reactions, 

4) anyone at high risk of developing autoimmune disease including anyone with a family history of 

autoimmunity, presence of autoantibodies which are detectable by blood tests and other factors including low 
vitamin D and smoking. 

END QUOTE 
 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/AuvhMTMoby41/   
The Moderna & Pfizer Covid jabs are legally NOT Vaccines!!! 

QUOTE 
Dr. David Martin methodically and accurately takes apart the phony story that Moderna and Pfizer 

are delivering vaccines. He reveals that Moderna admits that their patents say “gene therapy” not 

“vaccine.” They put a synthetic RNA fragment embedded …  

MORE 

Dr. David Martin methodically and accurately takes apart the phony story that Moderna and Pfizer 

are delivering vaccines. He reveals that Moderna admits that their patents say “gene therapy” not 

“vaccine.” They put a synthetic RNA fragment embedded into a fat carrier, whose only purpose is to 

lessen the symptoms associated with the S-1 spike protein, not the actual virus. The legal ramifications 

of this deception are immense. 

Read on..... lots of great info here to de-program ( red-pill ) people with a healthy dose of 
truth !!! 

Background & Introduction: 
In the early 1990's David Martin was doing clinical trials at University of Virginia Medical 

School. He worked in at the time, controversial (EMF) electro-magnetics field therapy for a 
Japanese company when he became aware of 15 US Code section 41 of the (FTC) Federal 

Trade Commission Act that shuts practitioners down and seizes their assets for deceptive 
labeling practices. It's when you use terms or phrases or words where you know that you 

are using them with an intent to deceive. 
Somebody who is watching this video:  

1. Knows an elected official.  
2. Knows a Prosecutor, whether that's a US Attorney, a US Attorney General in a State.  

3. Somebody in the viewing of this video knows Somebody who needs to listen to this 
video. 

If this Law can be used to shut down people of good will who are trying to help other 
people, it certainly should be equally applied when we know deceptive medical practices 

are being done in the name of Public Health. 
Both Pfizer and Moderna have been promoting what they call a "Vaccine". 

When the public thinks of a "Vaccine" one of at least two things has happened:  
1. Whatever you're getting is going to keep you from getting infected by some sort of 

pathogen, that's assumption number 1.  
2. Assumption number 2 is that if you somehow or another that you get that vaccine, you're 
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doing your public health bit to make sure you don't transmit it to other people. 
Let's go back in history to 1905, to the very famous Jacobsen case in Massachusetts, where 

the Supreme Court (of the United States). And I'm going to read the quote because I think 
it's important: 

"This court has more than once recognized as a fundamental principle, that 

persons and property are subject to all kinds of restraints and burdens in order 

to secure the general comfort, health, and prosperity of a State." 

So what the Supreme Court in Jacobsen said, was that the police powers, the public health 

powers, were legitimate, if they secured, secure the general comfort, health, and prosperity 
of the State. 

Which would then suggest, that to meet a "Vaccine Public Health Standard", and quite 
frankly a "Vaccine Public Health Definition" something about either you are immune from 

getting a pathogen, or and potentially and, you are not going to transmit the pathogen must 
be part of what lies within that definition. That couldn't be more straight forward than the 

Supreme Court of the United States in 1905. 
Here's where it gets more interesting, when Moderna was started (2010) according to SEC 

filings, they make a point of saying that their technology is a "Gene Therapy Technology". 
You'll notice that they don't say "Vaccination". They actually say, "Gene Therapy 

Technology". 
And it was set up to be a cancer treatment. This is "Gene Therapy Chemo-therapy". 

Let's just stop for a minute and ask the question, If Anthony Fauci got up and said to 
everybody, "Hey, we want you to take Chemo-Therapy for a disease that you may or may 

never have". 
There wouldn't be a single person raising their hands. It would be Prophylactic Chemo-

Therapy. You wouldn't be doing it. You know why you wouldn't be doing it, because it's a 
dumb idea, that's why you wouldn't be doing it. 

And States wouldn't be able to mandate it and employers wouldn't be able to mandate it. 
No employer would be able to mandate Chemo-Therapy for a disease that you don't have. 

That would not be a "Legal" thing to do. 
But they called they're technology, "Gene Therapy Technology". They made a BIG POINT 

of saying this is NOT an investigation in a new drug, this was "Gene Therapy Technology". 
What they are doing is putting together a synthetic fragment of nucleic acids. It's not 

mRNA. It's not natural. It's not even a natural component of a fragment. It's a synthetic 
fragment, it's a technology embedded within a fat carrier, a PEG carrier, and that is being 

introduced into the cell, not to induce immunity from an infection with a SARS-COV-2 
virus and it's not to block transmission of it, it's actually to lessen symptoms associated 

with the "S1 Spike Protein" not even the virus itself. 
The fact of the matter is that this thing is actually NOT a Vaccination. Now why would I 

say it's not a vaccination? 
Let's look at the Legal standard for what a vaccination is. And let's start with the CDC 

Center for Disease Control own definition. Why not start with the people who run the 
racket. 

Two important operative definitions:  
1. Immunity is protection from an infectious disease; If you are immune to a disease, you 
can be exposed to it without becoming infected.  

2. A vaccine is a product that stimulates a person's immune system to produce immunity 
(see the definition above) to a specific disease,  

protecting the person from that disease. Vaccines are usually administered through needle 
injections but also administered by mouth sprays and nose. 

Definitions:  
1. Vaccine is a defined term  

2. Immunity is a defined term 
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Now, by definition, neither Pfizer nor Moderna even claims that to be the case. In their 
clinical trials, they specifically state they are not going to test that. 

The CDC definition and what Pfizer and Moderna are doing, do not match. 
If this isn't a "Vaccine", why are they calling it a "Vaccine"? That's a question you should 

be thinking in your head. 
CDC is not the Law, they are an expression of an agency (actually a privately owned 

corporation by Deep State players) empowered by the law but not actually the law. 
Let's look at the Laws where "Vaccines" have been defined. It turns out that  

this is a much harder exercise than you would think. 
Because "Vaccine" the term, is actually not a legally defined term in an  

enormous number of statutes that govern vaccines.Let's look at a couple of examples:  
1. From the Iowa Code; "Vaccine means a specially prepared antigen administered to a 

person for the purpose of providing immunity".  
2. Washington State, the state that has been absolutely tyrannical and all it's interventions 

around Corona virus; "Vaccine ~ A preparation of a killed or attenuated living micro-
organism or fraction thereof." 

 
Stop right there. mRNA synthetically developed by Moderna and Pfizer do NOT meet this 

definition. mRNA is not a fraction of a living thing or a killed thing because it's neither 
living or killed. mRNA are explicitly synthetic gene therapy. They are NOT vaccines as 

defined by the statutes. 
So here comes the really BIG PROBLEM. The BIG Problem is that if we look at the 

clinical trials that were approved, for what is called the SARS/COV-2 COVID-19 vaccine 
program under the "Operation Warp Speed". 

Listen very carefully to what the Primary Endpoint is:  
1. The Primary Endpoint is the prevention of symptomatic COVID-19 disease. 

Now let's pause and unpack that. Starting with COVID-19 disease. As you all know... in 
February (2020) the W.H.O. (World Health Organization) and the CDC and the Dept. of 

Health & Human Services made a very clear distinction, they wanted to make sure that 
COVID-19, which was a series of clinical symptoms, which included things like fever, 

muscle pain, aches, loss of smell, certain radiologic findings in the lungs, a whole host of 
things, a laundry list of things that got put within this thing called COVID-19, which by the 

way has been re-defined as the PIC (Pneumonia, Influenza, COVID) as a combined set of 
things so that we can catch more people allegedly dying of this thing. 

COVID-19 disease is not actually a disease. It is a set of symptoms. And they were very 
clear on this by the way. 

They tried to make a causal statement. They tried to say that SARS-COV-2 causes COVID-
19, but then there was a tiny problem. 

Most of the people tested positive using the RT-PCR method, had no clinical presentation, 
which means that you can't make a causal statement. 

You can't say the virus causes the disease, because unfortunately most people with a 
Positive RT-PCR Test for a fragment of what was called SARS-COV-2 didn't have any 

problem. In fact well over 80% had no problem. 
Which leads us to the question that we can't say it's causal, it's more  
problematic than this. The Primary Endpoint for the vaccine trial was not a Vaccine 

endpoint. A Vaccine Endpoint has to do with immunity. And a Vaccine Endpoint has to do 
with transmissibility and neither of those were measured. 

And it gets worse. And I'm quoting right now, straight out of Moderna's own statement; 
"Key Secondary Endpoints include prevention of severe COVID-19 disease and prevention 

of infection by SARS-COV-2." 
But here comes a tiny little problem... by their own admission in their clinical study, it was, 

and I'm quoting; "Impractical to measure infection". 
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That's right you heard me correctly, it's impractical to measure infections so there is no 
evidence in the Phase 3 clinical trials. 

Not Any of the gene therapy had anything to do with the infection or not of  
SARS-COV-2. 

You cannot have a vaccination, it's not under the legal definition of vaccination. 
You cannot have a vaccination, that is in fact not meeting either an immune or a 

transmission standard and their clinical trial was set up specifically so that it could not 
measure either of those things. 

And then let's quote shall we from the "New England Journal of Medicine" and from "The 
Lancet", and this is October and December (2020) respectively and I'm just going to go 

ahead and read this quote; "At the time of this writing, no correlate of protection from 

SARS-COV-2 has been established." 

In other words, not a shred of evidence from the clinical trials said anything about 
protection from infection with SARS-COV-2, which means that every single person who 

has value signaled their vaccination, because they're doing their part not to be infected with 
SARS-COV-2, and not to get COVID-19... 

NEWSFLASH ~ You have been violating the FTC Federal Trade Commission Act by  
deceptive practices. You've been telling people that there is a protection that the data itself 

does not afford. 
Why don't I read from the second report... and I quote, and this is "The Lancet" and the 

"New England Journal of Medicine"; "No existing vaccine has been shown to be 

effective against infection with any beta-Corona virus, the family that includes SARS-

COV-2  

which causes COVID-19." 

People this isn't my opinion... This is in fact, fact. 
END QUOTE 

 
No matter what any government may direct it cannot overrule to Rule of law as it only can 

exercise its executive powers within the legal provisions provided by any relevant Parliament. 
Therefore, where it requires a special trained specialist to deal with certain matters such as a 

brain surgeon, heart surgeon, etc, then the executive government cannot willy nilly permit a 
person employed to fill shelves in a store to take over and perform “medical treatment” upon a 

person for which this person is not medically qualified.  
 

We have this nonsense about mask and yet again lockdowns wheras the real issues are generally 
ignored.  

 
https://www.zerohedge.com/medical/swedens-lead-epidemiologist-wearing-face-masks-very-

dangerous?utm_campaign=&utm_content=ZeroHedge%3A+The+Durden+Dispatch&utm_medi
um=email&utm_source=zh_newsletter 

Sweden's Lead Epidemiologist: Wearing Face Masks Is "Very Dangerous" 

 

Re MASKS: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p10AdVDaQH0  

Positive Tests Are Not COVID Cases - Where's the Epidemic_ - Dr Tim O'Shea  

QUOTE 

16 gauge gauze mesh 

 
1.29mm 

 
250nm 

 
1 billion nanometers = 1 meter 
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END QUOTE 

 

From this, it ought to be clear that a virus of 250nm would so to say be liking to close an open 
door frame of with 1 match stick. Or, as Dr Time O’Shea made known, it is like one 1 metre 

wide canoe going underneath a bridge that is 4 times the length of the Golden Gate Bridge.  
 
https://www.zerohedge.com/medical/no-medical-justification-emergency-measures-open-letter-100s-doctors-health-

pros-urges-
end?utm_campaign=&utm_content=ZeroHedge%3A+The+Durden+Dispatch&utm_medium=email&utm_source=z

h_newsletter 

"No Medical Justification For Emergency Measures" - Open Letter From 100s Of Doctors, 

Health Pros Urges End To Lockdowns 

 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/P7F7m0Dtk6gU/ 

Boris Johnson confirms Microchips, nanobots and New World Order 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ksEVaO806Oo 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/73Rw21iqVYz4/ 

          Bill Gates caught on video admitting vaccine will CHANGE our DNA FOREVER 
 

https://principia-scientific.com/are-vaccine-deaths-being-recorded-as-covid-19-mortalities/  

Are Vaccine Deaths Being Recorded As COVID-19 Mortalities? 
 

Doctors Around the World Issue Dire WARNING: 
DO NOT GET THE COVOID VACCINE . 
Adverse Reactions To COVID Vaccines Already 50x Higher Than Flu Shot https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/rate-adverse-reactions-covid-vaccines-

already-50x-higher-flu-shot 
 

https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-01-26-moderna-pfizer-vaccines-unsafe-allergic-

reaction.html  
Moderna’s and Pfizer’s vaccines share the same problem: They’re unsafe for people with allergies 

 
COVID Vaccines "Biological Weapons of Mass Destruction" says Wyoming Medical Doctor 

and Manager for Wyoming's State Public Health Department (healthimpactnews.com) 

COVID Vaccines “Biological Weapons of Mass Destruction” says Wyoming Medical 

Doctor and Manager for Wyoming’s State Public Health Department 
 

https://www.westernjournal.com/world-health-organization-fooled-china-already-claims-lab-
leak-covid-theory-extremely-unlikely/?utm_source=Email&utm_medium=conservative-brief-

WJ&utm_campaign=dailypm&utm_content=western-journal  
World Health Organization, Fooled Once by China Already, Claims Lab Leak COVID 
Theory 'Extremely Unlikely' 
QUOTE 

long before the outbreak first became noticed in December 
2019. 

END QUOTE 
And 
QUOTE 

“The possible path from whatever original animal species all 
the way through to the Huanan market could have taken a very 
long and convoluted path involving also movements across 
borders,” 

END QUOTE 
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Reality is that as was made clear by SkyNews that already in September 2019 staff at a Wuhan 

Institute were found to have been infected. And before that in July 2019 the Chinese Communist 
Party urged all citizens to be checked for a special virus. As such, the virus has been roaring on 

and mutating since early 2019 in China. Yet, people were nevertheless travelling to and from 
China spreading it like wild fire around the world before finally on 31 December 2019 the CCP 

notified WHO (World Health Organization). And while the WHO may have claimed that the 
CCP was fully cooperating, in my view concealing this virus for most of the 2019 cannot be 

deemed appropriate conduct.  
 

 
https://russia-insider.com/en/asians-far-more-susceptible-coronavirus-other-races-more-likely-die-just-sars-

report/ri28241  

Asians Far More Susceptible to Coronavirus than Other Races, More Likely to Die, Just 

Like SARS - REPORT 
QUOTE 

We cannot attest to the veracity of the science, but we assume that someone like Martenson could sort 

it out. If anyone as a connection to him, please bring it to his attention. It is very important. As the 

days pass, the thesis of this article seems to be being proved out - Chinese are succumbing to it in the 

hundreds of thousands, but there are hardly any white victims, and what few there are do not seem to 

be getting very sick. 

 
END QUOTE 

 
The irony might be that Pauline Hanson may pursue more, even if unintended, to protect 

the health and wellbeing of Aboriginals then those who denounce her.  
 

This document can be downloaded from: 
https://www.scribd.com/document/447333377/20200217-PRESS-RELEASE-Mr-G-H-Schorel-

Hlavka-O-W-B-ISSUE-Re-is-It-an-Aboriginal-Oriental-Corona-Virus  
QUOTE article 

When Caucasians descended upon (what is now known as) the Commonwealth of Australia 

certain illnesses devastated if not obliterated some local native communities. It was simply 
that the DNA structure of Caucasians was more able to sustain certain deceases, while those 

with oriental DNA structures seemingly couldn’t. This is also why whenever the so-called 
“white man” enters any area for the first time the natives in those countries may be devastated 

if not obliterated. The references to “white man” is not necessarily restricted to Caucasians but 
also can include groups not necessarily defined as Caucasians but still different then the local 

natives, as eventuated as I understand it in South America.  
I am not a specialist in DNA issues but merely reflect my understanding from numerous 

reports and video’s I took the time to consider.  
 

Therefore, a person of Aboriginal descent may innocently take a plane trip from say Sydney 
to Brisbane and then catch the virus from the plane trip. Not because any person on the same 

plane trip was a carrier of the Corona virus but because of the plane previously having carried 
a person who was a carrier of the corona Virus. I understand that when in the past a survey 

was done as to how clean the trays passengers use to eat from they found E. coli and even 
faeces on the trays.  
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I understand that when in the past a survey was done as to how clean the trays passengers use 
to eat from they found E. coli and even faeces on the trays.  

 

The dirtiest areas of an aircraft revealed: E.coli and fecal ... - Daily Mail 

 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/travel/travel_news/article-3208635/The-dirtiest-areas-aircraft-revealed-E-coli-

fecal-matter-aeroplane-tray-tables-blankets-seat-pockets.html  
Anonymous View  

24 Aug 2015 ... Tray tables are not just used by passengers for the storing of food items; While germs in 

bathrooms might be expected, did you know the ... 

 

Horrific Hygiene On Flights Revealed: Poo On Tray Tables, Urine On ... 

 

https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2015/05/18/hygiene-on-flights-revealed-poo-tray-tables-bacteria-

suitcases_n_7304226.html  
Anonymous View  

18 May 2015 ... In what is essentially a hygiene horror story, a study has shown that suitcases come into 

contact with up to 80 million bacteria before they reach ... 

 

Dirtiest Places on Airplanes: How to Avoid Germs | Time 

 

https://time.com/4877041/dirtiest-places-on-airplanes/  

Anonymous View  

7 Aug 2017 ... The trays had 2,155 colony forming units of bacteria per square ... He found the fecal coliform 

E. coli on some of the sinks, flush handles and ... 

 

What are the dirtiest places on an airplane? | CNN Travel - CNN.com 
 

https://edition.cnn.com/travel/article/airplane-airport-germs/index.html  

Anonymous View  

7 Sep 2015 ... According to the lab results, the airplane tray table was the dirtiest of all ... planes were 
negative for the presence of fecal coliforms such as E. 

 

This part of the plane is dirtier than the toilet (and you're probably ... 

 
https://www.usatoday.com/story/travel/roadwarriorvoices/2015/09/12/this-part-of-the-plane-is-dirtier-than-

the-toilet-and-youre-probably-already-touching-it/83284242/  

Anonymous View  

12 Sep 2015 ... The filthiest part of the plane isn't what or where you would expect. ... by far, with 2,155 
germ colonies per square inch, was the tray table in front of ... tested showed signs of E. coli, the harmful 

bacteria found in fecal matter. 

Airplanes are more disgusting than you ever imagined | New York Post 

 
https://nypost.com/2016/08/02/airplanes-are-more-disgusting-than-you-ever-imagined/  

Anonymous View  

2 Aug 2016 ... Airplane germs are unavoidable, but experts say there are ways to protect ... In the bathroom, 

you should be on high alert for E. coli — bacteria often found in fecal ... or pick up papers, but no one's 
cleaning the tray tables,” says Philip Tierno, ... While you don't have to worry about a steady stream of 

bacteria ... 
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Here are the grossest surfaces on an airplane – Travel Weekly 

 

https://www.travelweekly.com.au/article/here-are-the-grossest-surfaces-on-an-airplane/  

Anonymous View  

29 Oct 2018 ... Marketplace staff swabbed the seatbelt, tray table, headrest, seat ... E. coli indicates fecal 

contamination, BTW, and it can cause intestinal ... 

 

New Study Shows Airplanes Are Just as Germ-Ridden as You ... 
 

https://www.inc.com/scott-mautz/new-study-shows-these-are-5-filthiest-surfaces-on-an-airplane.html  

Anonymous View  

6 Nov 2018 ... Other pathogens, including E. coli, were also found. ... Barf-Bag-Bingo at home, the presence 
of E. coli means the presence of fecal matter, ... because the kind of staph found on tray tables can cause skin 

infections, like boils. 

Headrests and seatback pockets are dirtiest places on a plane ... 

 
https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/dirtiest-places-plane-germs-bacteria-flights-study-canadian-

broadcasting-corporation-a8615881.html  

Anonymous View  

3 Nov 2018 ... A new study has revealed the dirtiest parts of planes are areas that happen to be ... Surfaces 
tested positive for E. coli, mould and staphylococcus ... seatbelts, tray tables, headrests, seatback pockets and 

bathroom door handles. ... there may have been faecal contamination, and warned bacteria can cause ... 

 

The surprising new dirtiest surface on a plane – but almost half of ... 
 

https://www.thesun.co.uk/travel/7607784/dirtiest-surface-plane-germs/  

Anonymous View  

29 Oct 2018 ... During 20 flights, five spots were swabbed - the seatbelt, tray table, ... Almost half the 
surfaces that were tested had high levels of bacteria, ... human and animal intestines, which means it likely 

came from fecal contamination. 

Also consider: 
https://arstechnica.com/science/2020/02/coronavirus-outbreak-hits-60000-cases-after-reporting-change/ 

Coronavirus outbreak hits 60,000 cases after reporting change  
To move faster, China stops relying on coronavirus lab tests in Hubei 

 

Actually, it was discovered that many test kits were giving faulty results that caused people 
infected with the Corona Virus to be released and later to be recalled whereas others not at all 

infected were deemed to be infected.  
 
https://www.latimes.com/opinion/op-ed/la-oe-tsuchiyama-oriental-insult-20160601-snap-story.html 

The term ‘Oriental’ is outdated, but is it racist?  

QUOTE 

Erika Lee, director of the Immigration History Research Center at the University of Minnesota and author of “The Making of As ian 

America: A History,” offered a similar explanation to NBC News: “In the U.S., the term ‘Oriental’ has been used to reinforce the idea 

that Asians were/are forever foreign and could never become American. These ideas helped to justify immigration exclusion, racial 

discrimination and violence, political disfranchisement and segregation.” Lee also claimed that continued use of the term 

“perpetuates inequality, disrespect, discrimination and stereotypes towards Asian Americans.” 
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https://us-browse.startpage.com/do/proxy?ep=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&ek=4n696o315n6q6832635764484q58593452543973&ekdata=f19db132cf03dfb41af01a7b6df0b8b4
https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/dirtiest-places-plane-germs-bacteria-flights-study-canadian-broadcasting-corporation-a8615881.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/dirtiest-places-plane-germs-bacteria-flights-study-canadian-broadcasting-corporation-a8615881.html
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https://us-browse.startpage.com/do/proxy?ep=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&ek=4n696o315n6q6832635764484q58593452543973&ekdata=cd1098f88a1f802d574b7aedae07fc86
https://www.thesun.co.uk/travel/7607784/dirtiest-surface-plane-germs/
https://www.thesun.co.uk/travel/7607784/dirtiest-surface-plane-germs/
https://www.thesun.co.uk/travel/7607784/dirtiest-surface-plane-germs/
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I don’t see it that way; I see self-righteous, fragile egos eager to find offense where none is intended. A wave of anti-Oriental 

discrimination is not sweeping the country. Besides, the term has been steadily falling out of circulation since the 1950s, and it’s 

mainly used today by older Asians and the proprietors of hundreds if not thousands of restaurants, hotels, shops and organizations 

with Oriental in their name. The well-intentioned meddlers will create trouble for exactly the population they want to defend. 

My profession, Oriental medicine, is among those on the receiving end of the identity-politics outbreak. A funny thing I noticed is 

that my Caucasian (dare I say Occidental?) colleagues, not my Asian colleagues, are most eager to remove Oriental from public  

discourse. I suppose they’re busy shouldering their burden of guilt. Margaret Cho said it best: “White people like to tell Asians how to 

feel about race because they’re too scared to tell black people.” 

END QUOTE 

 
To me the term “Oriental” has something majestic in it. Anyhow let us not sidetrack from the 

issue. 
 

I have been watching video’s which showed for example where a staff member was 
complaining that the mortuary was full and the hospital was now like a mortuary with bodies 

of dead people lying around everywhere.  
When you consider Wohun being a city of about 11 million people and yet video’s show that 

virtually no citizen is going over the streets then this may underline there is a lot more to the 
corona virus then we are led to belief. 

 
From the many reports and video’s it appears to me that oriental persons are more likely to be 

the victim of the Corona virus. Perhaps their immune system may not be sufficient to fight of 
the Corona virus as other races might be able to do.  

 
In my view the dead toll is expected to be well over 400,000 in time to come and on 7 January 

then already the Chinese leadership implemented plans to deal with the outbreak and that may 
underline that it was then already aware that the case is more severe then what the public is 

told. 
Indeed entire housing blocks are having boards placed around them so no one can leave the 

building and any food is obtained by lowering bucket onto the street so food is then placed in 
the bucket for the resident to then pull it up.  

 
I watched videos where people were marched of in a single row with their hands tied behind 

their backs and a rope from prisoner to prisoner. Also how a groups of soldiers were breaking 
into a property and commenced to destroy items, etc. One women claimed her mother and 

father were dead in her unit and she now made the video to warn others that the Corona Virus 
is far more severe then what the government makes known.  

 
I understand that at least 23 days at minimum should be used for quarantine.  

 
Obviously, we are faced with about 11,000 Oriental students who now have a problem re-

entering Australia, for their studies. We have a huge Oriental community and that existed 
before federation and obviously their health must be of concern to us all. Hence, we need to 

deal with the influx of anyone who could be carrying the Corona virus. But I view that when it 
comes to the students we must make special arrangements for them to be allowed to enter and 

then be placed in quarantine areas. Perhaps they can then via some link-up still do certain 
studies until they are cleared. We must not disregard their contribution in various ways to our 

society and must show we care about their health and wellbeing also and not just the money 
they pay for studies.  

 
https://apnews.com/675691ae5047935577a5aff7a617ba02  

Virus death toll nears 1,400 in China, with 5,090 new cases 

By KEN MORITSUGUFebruary 14, 2020 GMT 

mailto:admin@inspector-rikati.com
http://www.scrib.com/InspectorRikati
https://apnews.com/675691ae5047935577a5aff7a617ba02
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QUOTE 
In this photo released by China's Xinhua News Agency, Chinese military medics arrive at the Tianhe 

International Airport in Wuhan, central China's Hubei Province, Feb. 13, 2020. China has mobilized its 

military resources in its fight against the COVID-19 viral outbreak. (Li Yun/Xinhua via AP) 

END QUOTE 

 
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/sudden-militarization-wuhans-p4-lab-raises-new-questions-about-

origin-deadly-covid-
19?utm_campaign=&utm_content=ZeroHedge%3A+The+Durden+Dispatch&utm_medium=email&utm_source

=zh_newsletter  

Sudden Militarization Of Wuhan's P4 Lab Raises New Questions About The Origin Of The Deadly Covid-

19 Virus  
QUOTE 

A new report - a product of a collaboration between a retired professional scientist with 30 years of 

experience in genomic sequencing and analysis who helped design several ubiquitous bioinformatic software 

tools, and a former NSA counterterrorism analyst  - suggests that this possible mistake may have been 

precipitated by the need to quickly finish research that was being rushed for John Hopkin’s Event 

201 which was held this past October and meant to gameplan the containment of a global pandemic. 

Research may also have been hurried due to deadlines before the impending Chinese New Year – the 

timing of these events point to increased human error, not a globalist conspiracy. 

Beijing has had four known accidental leaks of the SARS virus in recent years, so there is absolutely no 

reason to assume that this strain of coronavirus from Wuhan didn’t accidentally leak out as well.  

Given that this outbreak was said to begin in late December when most bat species in the region are 

hibernating and the Chinese horseshoe bat’s habitat covers an enormous swath of the region containing 
scores of cities and hundreds of millions people to begin with, the fact that this Wuhan Strain of coronavirus, 

denoted as Covid-19, emerged in close proximity to the only BSL-4 virology lab in China, now notoriously 

located in Wuhan, which in turn was staffed with at least two Chinese scientists – Zhengli Shi and Xing-

Yi Ge (both virologists who had previously worked at an American lab which already bio-engineered an 
incredibly virulent strain of bat coronavirus) – the accidental release of a bio-engineered virus meant for 

defensive immunotherapy research from Wuhan’s virology lab cannot be automatically discounted, 

especially when the Wuhan Strain’s unnatural genomic signals are considered.  

Zhengli Shi notably  co-authored a controversial paper in 2015  which describes the creation of a new 

virus by combining a coronavirus found in Chinese horseshoe bats with another that causes human-

like severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) in mice. 

END QUOTE 

 
Whatever this so-called “Corona Virus” resulted from we must as a society be assisting to the 

best of our ability. If indeed as appears to me that the Corona Virus mainly attacks oriental 
persons then it is essential this is conveyed to our local oriental community so they might get 

a better understanding that their lives is more at risk than that of others and so seek to 
minimize any opportunity for them to become a victim of their Corona Virus.  

 
While logistic it might be a major thing to quarantine many oriental students, nevertheless we 

should not and must not deny them our show of appropriate care and concern. 
END QUOTE article 
 
Clearly wrote about a year ago I already wrote about matters.  

While China as I understand it by mid 2019 was already then plagued by the COVID-19 
nevertheless it claimed it was the USA military in October who caused the spread from the USA, 

also that it was “FROZEN FOOD”, etc. Anything but to concede the truth. 
 
https://nypost.com/2020/04/02/mom-of-young-twins-dies-of-coronavirus-despite-careful-habits/  

mailto:admin@inspector-rikati.com
http://www.scrib.com/InspectorRikati
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https://harvardtothebighouse.com/2020/01/31/logistical-and-technical-analysis-of-the-origins-of-the-wuhan-coronavirus-2019-ncov/
http://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/event201/
http://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/event201/
https://www.vox.com/future-perfect/2019/3/20/18260669/deadly-pathogens-escape-lab-smallpox-bird-flu
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(20)30251-8/fulltext
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(20)30251-8/fulltext
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big-eared_horseshoe_bat#/media/File:Big-eared_Horseshoe_Bat_area.png
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4797993/
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Mom of 6-year-old twins dies of coronavirus despite careful habits  
QUOTE 

A British mother of twin 6-year-old boys has died of the coronavirus although she had no underlying health 

problems and had taken “every precaution under the sun,” according to a report. 

END QUOTE 

 
https://nypost.com/2020/04/02/mom-of-young-twins-dies-of-coronavirus-despite-careful-habits/  

Mom of 6-year-old twins dies of coronavirus despite careful habits  
QUOTE 

Saunby — whom Jarvis described as a “germaphobe and obsessive hand-washer” — first began exhibiting 

symptoms on March 26, but thought her sore throat was due to tonsillitis. 

The following day, her condition worsened and by Sunday, she developed difficulty breathing. 
After collapsing at home, Saunby was put on a ventilator and rushed to a hospital, where she died. 

“Caroline took every precaution under the sun,” Jarvis told the Northern Echo. “She was practicing social 

distancing, she was washing her hands, took hers and everyone’s safety seriously, was healthy — yet she was 

taken from us in only four days. This virus does not discriminate.” 
END QUOTE 

 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/03/outrageous-dr-birx-serves-complete-rubbish-to-american-public-
insists-without-one-iota-of-proof-that-the-us-economic-suicide-cut-coronavirus-deaths-by-over-a-million-deaths-

video/   

OUTRAGEOUS! Dr. Birx Pushes COMPLETE RUBBISH on American Public -- Insists without One Iota of Proof 

that the US Economic Suicide Cut Coronavirus Deaths by Over a Million Deaths! (VIDEO) 

 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/03/remember-the-young-woman-who-died-while-waiting-for-a-

coronavirus-test-in-new-orleans-yeah-that-was-a-media-lie-too/  
Remember the Young Woman Who Died While Waiting for a Coronavirus Test in New Orleans? ...Yeah, Well Now 

the Truth Is Out 

QUOTE 

But it was not true. 

A second coronvirus test came back negative on Natasha Ott. 

The media reported incorrectly that she died of COVID-19 while waiting for her test results. 

Furthermore, it was not revealed that she was in fact suffering for the last TWO years from an undiagnosed 

intestinal condition but her boyfriend lied and said she was perfectly healthy. 
She was a “Peace Corps Alumni.” 

END QUOTE 

 
 
https://nypost.com/2020/04/02/rotting-corpses-litter-ecuador-streets-as-coronavirus-spreads/  

Rotting corpses litter Ecuador streets as coronavirus spreads  

 
https://nypost.com/2020/04/03/scientists-say-covid-19-can-come-from-aerosolized-feces/   

 Scientists say coronavirus can spread through ‘aerosolized feces’  

 
https://nypost.com/2020/04/02/shenzhen-is-first-in-china-to-ban-consumption-of-cats-dogs/  

Shenzhen becomes first Chinese city to ban consumption of cats, dogs  

 
https://nypost.com/2020/04/02/trump-complainers-should-have-stocked-up-on-supplies-before-coronavirus-crisis/  

Trump: ‘Complainers’ should have stocked up on supplies before coronavirus crisis  

 
https://nypost.com/2020/04/01/whistleblowing-coronavirus-doctor-mysteriously-vanishes/   
Whistleblowing coronavirus doctor at Wuhan hospital mysteriously vanishes  

 
https://www.msn.com/en-au/news/australia/burnie-hospital-staff-infection-probe-begins-as-man-arrested-for-
ignoring-isolation-rules/ar-BB12b21B?ocid=spartandhp  

Burnie hospital staff infection probe begins, as man arrested for ignoring isolation rules  
 
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/coronavirus-death-rate/   

COVID-19 Coronavirus / Death Rate  
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https://www.msn.com/en-au/news/coronavirus/long-lonely-winter-australians-could-be-in-cooped-up-in-isolation-
until-long-after-christmas-with-strict-social-distancing-measures-for-up-to-two-years/ar-

BB12aV5G?ocid=spartandhp  

Long lonely winter: Australians could be in cooped up in isolation until long after CHRISTMAS - with strict social 

distancing measures for up to two years  

 
https://www.msn.com/en-au/news/australia/new-zealand-enforces-bonk-ban-partners-who-dont-live-together-cant-

visit-each-other-under-strict-coronavirus-lockdown/ar-BB12bBmW?ocid=spartandhp  
 New Zealand enforces 'bonk ban': Partners who don't live together can't visit each other under strict coronavirus 

lockdown  

 
https://www.jta.org/2020/03/24/lifestyle/the-netherlands-is-ok-with-citizens-being-exposed-to-the-coronavirus-

thats-terrifying-to-me-and-nearby-jewish-communities  

The Netherlands is OK with citizens being exposed to the coronavirus. That’s both reassuring and terrifying 

to me. 
QUOTE 

Prime Minister Mark Rutte has essentially argued that social distancing will only prolong the 

disastrous effects of the virus. He believes — supposedly based on the knowledge of medical 

professionals — that the Dutch population should be somewhat exposed to the virus so that immunity 

can be formed and society can return to a sense of normalcy as quickly as possible. 

The Dutch government did shut down schools, cafes, movie theaters, houses of worship and many 

offices, but we are still free here to move around, shop, pick up takeout and receive packages in the 

mail. Our extensive public transportation network hasn’t skipped a beat.  
END QUOTE 

 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/04/world/europe/germany-coronavirus-death-
rate.html?utm_source=Nature+Briefing&utm_campaign=70a7a458db-briefing-dy-

20200406&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c9dfd39373-70a7a458db-44316169  

A German Exception? Why the Country’s Coronavirus Death Rate Is Low 

 
https://www.msn.com/en-au/news/australia/albo-must-speak-for-australia—-and-those-who-fought-for-its-

democracy/ar-BB12fLfU?ocid=spartandhp   

Comment: Albo must speak for Australia— and those who fought for its democracy  

 
https://www.naturalnews.com/2020-04-06-5g-alter-hemoglobin-coronavirus-patients-oxygen-deprivation.html  

Can 5G exposure alter the structure and function of hemoglobin, causing coronavirus patients to die from oxygen deprivation? 

 
https://www.abc.net.au/news/health/2020-03-24/with-coronavirus-what-are-your-safest-exercise-options/12082308  

Coronavirus has closed the gyms, but are running, walking and cycling still safe exercise options? 

 
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-00154-w  

Coronavirus latest: scientists mourn renowned HIV researcher who died of COVID-19 

 
https://www.wired.com/story/opinion-dont-be-fooled-by-covid-19-

carpetbaggers/?utm_source=Nature+Briefing&utm_campaign=70a7a458db-briefing-dy-

20200406&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c9dfd39373-70a7a458db-44316169 

Don't Be Fooled by Covid-19 Carpetbaggers 

 
https://www.health.gov.au/health-topics/exercise-and-physical-activity  

Exercise and physical activity  

 
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-00973-x  

How sewage could reveal true scale of coronavirus outbreak 

 
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/03/22/world/coronavirus-spread.html  

How the Virus Got Out 

 
We also cannot ignore that various Parliaments (States) have legislated to have EUGENICS/ 

EUTHANASIA what I view really comes down to the mass murder of the elderly.  
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When in early July 2019 one of my sons notified me about a funeral of my former brother-in-law 
Mr Gerard Viggo Mulders I decided to attend. After all Gerard was my friend long before I knew 

and later married his sister. After the funeral however one of his brothers gave me the 
understanding that he actually had injected Gerard to cause his dead. On 9 November 2019, I was 

visiting Gerard’s stepfather in a nursing home when he made clear he was changing his will to 
exclude this brother as he was afraid he would try to kill him also. When I was about to leave the 

nursing home manager and a doctor entered the room, as the doctor was doing his rounds. We 
ended up in a conversation and I made known that I understood from this brother he had injected 

Gerard with some substance. The doctor then gave me the understanding that he never had been 
informed about this and neither knew about this when he issued Gerard’s death certificate. Bu 

then I had obtained copies of Gerard’s bank accounts and it indicated that after Gerard had died 
but before he was cremated some one or some persons had made repeated withdrawals using 

identity theft as to fraudulently withdraw monies totaling more than thousands of dollars. I 
dutiful had informed the Victorian Police about this even so one of my own son’s could be an 

accomplish in this. The Victorian Police at the time never did a proper investigation for the 
Coroner to conclude there was insufficient evidence regarding the death being caused by other 

than natural causes. Nevertheless, the same brother now was campaigning against me even to 
what I understood death threats demanding I hand over the keys to the estate. This I refused as I 

made clear I had not been given any authority by the Probate Office to do so. During 2020 
another of my sons then joining this brother but I maintained that without approval of the Probate 

Office I had no legal right to dispose of any part of the Estate. On 10 August 2020 the Victorian 
Police ordered me to leave a shopping centre, even so I provided them with the medical 

exemption certificate that for medical conditions I do not wear a mask, as the Victorian Police 
made known that they were unaware of any exemptions. On 29 August 2020 I was physically 

attacked by a man about one third of my age. Which I was advised by the store manager was 
recorded on the store’s video, and I filed a formal complaint with the Victorian Police. 

Remarkably due to “COVID-19” the Victoria Police somehow have no time to within any 
reasonable period of time investigate any of this. Not even anything in 2019 regarding Gerard’s 

issues. While Gerard’s body was cremated, I view, there is sufficient circumstantial evidence to 
pursue a criminal conviction but how can you blame the Victorian Police chasing people who 

have a medical condition not to wear a mask for pursuing them in a shopping centre or elsewhere 
and so real criminal issues just cannot be investigated.  

Perhaps the very purpose by the governments to allow to apply EUGENICS/EUTHANASIA 

might be that it reduced the amount of elderly who can be disposed of, and so no longer require 

expenses for the government to be catered for in nursing homes and/or be provided with old age 
pensions. After all, with the New World Order to reduce population this might be just a way to 

go. And, anyone who may argue “We have the courts to protect our rights” obviously may ignore 
that those judges may be participating in the curling of the human race, for their own twisted 

reasons.  
 
Hansard 17-3-1898 Constitution Convention Debates 
QUOTE   Mr. BARTON.- 

Providing, as this Constitution does, for a free people to elect a free Parliament-giving that people 

through their Parliament the power of the purse-laying at their mercy from day to day the existence of 

any Ministry which dares by corruption, or drifts through ignorance into, the commission of any act 

which is unfavorable to the people having this security, it must in its very essence be a free 

Constitution. Whatever any one may say to the contrary that is secured in the very way in which the 

freedom of the British Constitution is secured. It is secured by vesting in the people, through their 

representatives, the power of the purse, and I venture [start page 2477] to say there is no other way of 

securing absolute freedom to a people than that, unless you make a different kind of Executive than 

that which we contemplate, and then overload your Constitution with legislative provisions to protect 

the citizen from interference. Under this Constitution he is saved from every kind of interference. 

Under this Constitution he has his voice not only in the, daily government of the country, but in the 

daily determination of the question of whom is the Government to consist. There is the guarantee of 

freedom in this Constitution. There is the guarantee which none of us have sought to remove, but every 
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one has sought to strengthen. How we or our work can be accused of not providing for the popular 

liberty is something which I hope the critics will now venture to explain, and I think I have made their 

work difficult for them. Having provided in that way for a free Constitution, we have provided for an 

Executive which is charged with the duty of maintaining the provisions of that Constitution; and, 

therefore, it can only act as the agents of the people. We have provided for a Judiciary, which will 

determine questions arising under this Constitution, and with all other questions which should be dealt 

with by a Federal Judiciary and it will also be a High Court of Appeal for all courts in the states that 

choose to resort to it. In doing these things, have we not provided, first, that our Constitution shall be free: 

next, that its government shall be by the will of the people, which is the just result of their freedom: thirdly , 

that the Constitution shall not, nor shall any of its provisions, be twisted or perverted, inasmuch as a 

court appointed by their own Executive, but acting independently, is to decide what is a perversion of its 

provisions? We can have every faith in the constitution of that tribunal. It is appointed as the arbiter of the 

Constitution. It is appointed not to be above the Constitution, for no citizen is above it, but under it; but 

it is appointed for the purpose of saying that those who are the instruments of the Constitution-the 

Government and the Parliament of the day-shall not become the masters of those whom, as to the 

Constitution, they are bound to serve. What I mean is this: That if you, after making a Constitution of 

this kind, enable any Government or any Parliament to twist or infringe its provisions, then by slow 

degrees you may have that Constitution-if not altered in terms-so whittled away in operation that the 

guarantees of freedom which it gives your people will not be maintained; and so, in the highest sense, 

the court you are creating here, which is to be the final interpreter of that Constitution, will be such a 

tribunal as will preserve the popular liberty in all these regards, and will prevent, under any pretext of 

constitutional action, the Commonwealth from dominating the states, or the states from usurping the 

sphere of the Commonwealth. Having provided for all these things, I think this Convention has done 

well. 
END QUOTE 

 

Let it be clear, that not a single judge is above the constitution, this even so many claim they are.  
The constitution provides for “peace, order and good government” and as the Framers of the 

Constitution made clear: 
 
Hansard 17-3-1898 Constitution Convention Debates 

QUOTE   Sir EDWARD BRADDON.- 

When we consider how vast the importance is that every word of the Constitution should be correct, 

that every clause should fit into every other clause; when we consider the great amount of time, trouble, 

and expense it would take to make any alteration, and that, if we have not made our intentions clear, 

we shall undoubtedly have laid the foundation of lawsuits of a most extensive nature, which will harass 

the people of United Australia and create dissatisfaction with our work, it must be evident that too 

much care has not been exercised. 
END QUOTE 

. 
Hansard 8-2-1898 Constitution Convention Debates 

QUOTE 

     Mr. OCONNOR (New South Wales).-The honorable and learned member (Mr. Isaacs) is I think correct 

in the history of this clause that he has given, and this is [start page 672] one of those instances which should 
make us very careful of following too slavishly the provisions of the United States Constitution, or any other 

Constitution. No doubt in putting together the draft of this Bill, those who were responsible for doing so used 

the material they found in every Constitution before it, and probably they felt that they would be incurring a 

great deal of responsibility in leaving out provisions which might be in the least degree applicable. But it is 
for us to consider, looking at the history and reasons for these provisions in the Constitution of the United 

States, whether they are in any way applicable; and I quite agree with my honorable and learned friend (Mr. 

Carruthers) that we should be very careful of every word that we put in this Constitution, and that we should 
have no word in it which we do not see some reason for. Because there can be no question that in time to 

come, when this Constitution has to be interpreted, every word will be weighed and an interpretation given to 

it; and by the use now of what I may describe as idle words which we have no use for, we may be giving a 

direction to the Constitution which none of us now contemplate. Therefore, it is incumbent upon us to see that 
there is some reason for every clause and every word that goes into this Constitution. 

END QUOTE 

 
Therefore the term “peace, order and good government” must be interpreted to the meaning it 

had and continue to have at the time the constitution was enacted and not what some judges may 
fabricate its meaning to be as to defy the true meaning and application of the constitution. 
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HANSARD 17-3-1898 Constitution Convention Debates 

QUOTE  

Mr. BARTON.- Of course it will be argued that this Constitution will have been made by the Parliament of 

the United Kingdom. That will be true in one sense, but not true in effect, because the provisions of this 

Constitution, the principles which it embodies, and the details of enactment by which those principles 

are enforced, will all have been the work of Australians. 
END QUOTE  
 

The following will also make clear that the Framers of the Constitution intended to have CIVIL 

RIGHTS and LIBERTIES principles embedded in the Constitution; 
HANSARD 17-3-1898 Constitution Convention Debates (Official Record of the Debates of the National 

Australasian Convention) 
QUOTE Mr. CLARK.- 

 the protection of certain fundamental rights and liberties which every individual citizen is entitled to  

claim that the federal government shall take under its protection and secure to him.  

END QUOTE 
 

Hansard 1-3-1898 Constitution Convention Debates 

QUOTE 

Mr. HIGGINS.-Suppose the sentry is asleep, or is in the swim with the other power?  
 

Mr. GORDON.-There will be more than one sentry. In the case of a federal law, every member of a 

state Parliament will be a sentry, and, every constituent of a state Parliament will be a sentry.  

As regards a law passed by a state, every man in the Federal Parliament will be a sentry, and the whole 

constituency behind the Federal Parliament will be a sentry.  

END QUOTE 

 
Therefore every person, regardless if being a scientist, medical doctor, government official or 

whomever is bound to ensure that no one acts in violation of the true meaning and application of 
the constitution. 

The States are created within Section 106 of this constitution “subject to this constitution”, and 
as such, the same applies to the States and not just to the Commonwealth.  

 
In my view a World Wide “White” Colour Revolution would be the best way to 

universally combat this New World Order dictatorship. Perhaps you may not care 

about yourself, but then at least care about your family members, and others.  

This document can be downloaded from: 
https://www.scribd.com/document/487631644/20201210-PRESS-RELEASE-Mr-G-H-Schorel-Hlavka-O-W-

B-ISSUE-The-World-Wide-White-Colour-Revolution-We-Have-to-Have  

 
This is not to overthrow any legitimate government but rather to hold any politician and their 

cronies/associates accountable, and to enforce the Rule of Law. Without a proper functioning 
society we will end up under terrorism/dictatorship much as appears to show its ugly head in the 

USA. Now is the time to act, and merely acting as one is legally required to do, in itself may be 
already sufficient to thwart and/or prevent any further misuse and abuse of power by anyone. 

And, this may even result in protecting your own and/or that of your loved ones rights and 
wellbeing in future times. 

 
We need to return to the organics and legal principles embed in of our federal constitution! 
 

This correspondence is not intended and neither must be perceived to state all issues/details. 

Awaiting your response,      G. H. Schorel-Hlavka O.W.B. (Gerrit) 

MAY JUSTICE ALWAYS PREVAIL® (Our name is our motto!) 
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